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A B STR A C T
PROVENANCE OF SANDS WITHIN THE LOWER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY BASED ON ILMENITE COMPOSITION
Edward Augustus Council, III 
Old Dominion University, 1987 
Director: Dr. Dennis A. Darby
Surficial sands deposited in the Chesapeake Bay are a 
mixture of Atlantic Shelf sands, sands eroded from the 
bay's shoreline, and relict sands. The proportion supplied 
by each source varies spatially as a function of the 
physical processes that ultimately control the sediment 
distribution. In general, a knowledge of the bay's 
circulation system is paramount to properly define sand 
distribution patterns and to determine the importance of 
each of the three sources in providing sediment to the bay.
Direct fluvial input into the bay is probably minor 
except from the James River which may serve as a local 
source of sand in the Thimble Shoal area. However, sands 
in the Thimble Shoal area may also be relict. Sands in the 
western half of the bay are primarily derived from the 
erosion of the adjacent western shoreline and are 
subsequently transported southward by longshore drift. In 
contrast, the eastern half of the bay has two major sources 
of sand. Shore erosion is the dominant sedimentary source 
north of the Town of Eastville, Virginia. The Atlantic 
Shelf or longshore drift from New Jersey is the major 
source of sediment south of this area.
Some surficial sands in the Chesapeake Bay are 
relict. Sands in the upper mid-bay channel are the result 
of reworked deposits from the Susquehanna River. These 
sands had been transported down the bay during a period of 
lower sea level. Preservation of this older depositional 
environment is probably the result of its location in the 
deeper portions of the bay, where modern depositional rates 
are low.
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INTRODUCTION
OBJECTIVES
Distinguishing a sediment's provenance and its 
direction of transport, within an estuary, has long been a 
subject of interest and controversy. However, most 
estuarine transport studies have been based solely on the
suspended load, even though sand-sized material can
represent a significant proportion of the sediment
deposited within an estuary. This has led to a dearth of
information on the distribution pathways of sand-sized 
sediments, the number of potential sources of sand, and the 
relative importance of one source verses another in 
contributing sand into an estuarine environment.
In the past, sedimentologists have used heavy minerals 
as indicators of bed load source areas within a basin 
(Boswell, 1933; Turnau-Morawoka, 1955; Davies and Moore, 
1970) and the mixing of various sedimentary populations 
(Mankiewiez, et al., 1975; Imbrei and Van Andel, 1964). 
Unfortunately this method of analysis has proven more 
promising in fluvially dominated basins, like the Gulf 
Coast, than in the estuarine dominated areas of the Eastern 
United States (Darby, 1984a). In these estuarine
1
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environments, heavy mineral suites tend to have a regional 
homogeneity, through repeated mixing and reworking of 
various nearshore deposits, (Pilkey, 1963; Davies and 
Moore, 1970; Kelling et al., 1975) and the general 
similarity of heavy mineral assemblages from most of the 
major rivers in this area (Pilkey, 1963; Giles and Pilkey, 
1965; Milliman et al., 1972).
The ability to determine provenance and distribution 
patterns based on sediment properties depends greatly upon 
the role that sediment transport and depositional 
environments have played in altering the original detrital 
fraction. Hydraulic sorting, distance from source, 
intrastratal solution, and other chemical and physical 
processes introduce some uncertainty in defining a 
sediments source and greatly reduce the usefulness of the 
detrital fraction as an indicator of its transport history 
(Rittenhouse, 1943; Blatt and Sutherland, 1969; Blatt, 
1985). In general, the questions of provenance and 
sedimentary dispersal patterns are better answered by 
techniques other than heavy mineral petrographic analysis 
(Pettijohn et al., 1973).
In order to overcome the difficulties of a provenance 
study based on heavy mineral suites, elemental analysis of 
the mineral ilmenite has been shown to be a more precise 
method in defining sand source areas (Darby, 1984a). 
Sediment analysis based on the ilmenite detrital fraction
2
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reduces the problems of hydraulic sorting and selected 
mineralogic destruction by meteroic weathering (Darby, 
1984a).
Ilmenite (FeTiC^) is an opaque mineral that is 
commonly found in coastal plain sediments (Darby, 1984a), 
but originates as a primary mineral in most igneous rocks 
and even some metamorphic rocks (Ramdohr, 1980). Ilmenite 
possesses a wide range of elements and exsolution features 
that are dependent upon its paragenesis (Rao and Rao, 1965; 
Hutton, 1950; Buddinton and Linsey, 1964; Haggarty, 1976). 
Further, the variability of this mineral's elemental 
composition has previously been used as an indicator of the 
source areas for the coastal sediments in the southeastern 
United States (Darby, 1984a; Darby et al., 1985).
The main objectives of this study is to define both 
the provenance and the dispersal pathways of the sand 
within the lower Chesapeake Bay of Virginia. In order to 
accomplish this objective, variations of the trace elements 
in detrital ilmenite from the Chesapeake Bay must be 
determined. This information is critical in order to 
properly trace the bay sands to their proximal or distal 
sedimentary sources. Although this study only concerns the 
southern section of the bay, the results from this study 
should be applicable to nearly the entire Chesapeake Bay 
region.
The first step of this study will be to define the
3
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chemical differences of the ilmenite grains in the bay.
Then these results can be used to establish the sediment 
dispersal patterns within the lover Chesapeake Bay. The 
second step of this study is to define the probable sources 
of the sediments found in the bay, by establishing the 
variability of the elemental composition of ilmenite for 
each potential source area. Ideally, an ilmenite source 
area should possess a chemical signature that is 
significantly unique and different from any other source 
area. The results from the second step can then be applied 
to the elemental data from the detrital ilmenite of the bay 
in order to determine the relative influence and 
contribution that each source has played in the sedimentary 
record of the lower Chesapeake Bay.
GEOLOGIC SETTING AND PROCESSES
The Chesapeake Bay is one of the world's largest 
coastal plain estuaries, with an aerial extent of over 2000 
square miles. The Bay is a system of five major estuaries, 
entering from the north and west and several smaller 
estuaries, entering from both sides. This complex system 
of estuaries is a classic example of a drowned river valley 
estuary and is the direct result of oceanic flooding 10,000 
to 15,000 years ago of the lower part of the ancestral 
Susquehanna River system. The resulting embayment is
4
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shallow and has a mean depth of less than 30 ft. However, 
deep channels (greater than 120 ft. in depth) exist in the 
bay and directly reflect fluvial conditions during one of 
the Pleistocene regressions.
Five tributaries account for over 95% of all fresh 
water input into the Chesapeake Bay. Of these rivers the 
Susquehanna, contributes nearly half of the fluvial 
discharge, while the James, York, Rappahannock, and Potomac 
Rivers account for most of the remaining fresh water 
input. Over 90% of the fresh water entering into the bay 
occurs during the spring freshet and from large scale 
meterological disturbances.
The Chesapeake Bay region lies entirely within the 
Atlantic Coastal Plain Province; however, its tributaries 
drain several physiographic regions including: the Valley 
and Ridge, the Blue Ridge, Piedmont, and the Coastal 
Plain. The Valley and Ridge Province contains tectonically 
deformed clastic and carbonate rocks, which range in age 
from the Cambrian to the Mississippian. The Blue Ridge 
Province contains a complex assemblage of igneous and 
metamorphic rocks of Precambrian to Cambrian age. The 
rocks in the Blue Ridge are characterized by very complex 
folding, with westward thrust faulting along its eastern 
margin. The Piedmont Province contains igneous and 
metamorphic rocks of Paleozoic age and several Triassic 
basins (Frye, 1986).
5
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The Virginia Coastal Plain is characterized by its 
unconsolidated to poorly consolidated sediments, which 
range in age from the Cretaceous to the Holocene. These 
sediments form a wedge of material that thickens eastward 
and unconformably overlie the more ancient crystalline 
basement complex. Pleistocene deposits constitute most of 
the lower bay substrata and are also widespread within the 
adjacent eastern and western shore areas (Peebles, 1985; 
Mixon, 1985).
The evolution of the present longitudinal bay channels 
and most other morphologic features in the Chesapeake Bay 
have been attributed to Pleistocene fluvial erosion, with 
the modern river-estuaries overlying segments of their 
ancestral channels (Stephenson et al., 1932; Ryan, 1953). 
Although the only natural opening of the Chesapeake Bay to 
the Atlantic Ocean is the 10 mile wide mouth between Cape 
Charles and Cape Henery, Schuble and Zabawa (1972) have 
suggested that this opening may have been farther north in 
the past. Further, Mixon (1986) and Carron (1979) 
presented seismic evidence that several Pleistocene river 
systems flowed across portions of the exposed Eastern Shore 
of Virginia. Except in the deeper regions of the bay, most 
of these ancient channels are now buried beneath modern 
estuarine sediments.
Prior to the oceanic inundation of the Chesapeake Bay, 
sediments were eroded from the exposed highlands and
6
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transported down the ancestral Susquehanna and other river 
systems. These sediments were then deposited far eastward 
of the present shoreline. As the Pleistocene ice masses 
began to retreat and sea level rose, deposition was 
progressively displaced with a landward shift in the 
fresh-saltwater interface. With the rise in sea level, the 
previous unidirectional fluvial flow pattern changed and 
evolved into the present multilayer estuarine circulation 
system.
Due to gravitational circulation and tidal mixing, 
salt water is pumped into the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay. 
This sets up a net circulation pattern where the more dense 
seawater moves up the estuary along the bottom and 
fluvially derived fresh water flows seaward along the 
surface (Meade, 1972). The boundary between the upper and 
lower layers, defined as the level of no-net motion, is 
gently inclined to the eastern side of the estuary due to 
the earth's rotation (Pritchard, 1954). This general flow 
pattern is classified as a partially mixed estuary 
(Pritchard, 1955) and is dominated by tidal motion over 
fluvial discharge.
The two layer estuarine circulation system generally 
creates a sediment trap for fluvially derived sediment, 
with most coarse-grained sediments being deposited landward 
of the bottom saline wedge. However, in cases of extremely 
high fluvial discharge, the saline wedge may be displaced
7
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seaward and result in the deposition of fluvial sediments 
further downstream or even beyond the estuary.
The dispersal pathways for sand within the Chesapeake 
Bay are complex and poorly understood (Firek, 1975). In 
order to better evaluate these pathways, sand sources need 
to be better defined (Byrne et al., 1983). Ryan (1953) 
suggested the dominance of shore erosion and landward 
transport of sediment from the inner shelf as the source of 
the sediment within the lower Chesapeake Bay. Shideler 
(1975), Firek (1975), and Schubel and Carter (1976) agreed 
with Ryan's conclusions but indicated a dominance of sand 
input from shore erosion over all other sources. Byrne and 
Anderson (1977) have estimated over 42.3 x 10^ metric 
tons of shoreline sediment erode each year into the bay. 
Although the long term rate of erosion can be high, 
exceeding 7.5 x 10^ ft^/mile/lOO years (Schubel, 1968), 
it is very site specific and dependent upon numerous 
factors including beach elevation and orientation, tidal 
range, wave energy, ground water effects, vegetation, and 
storm intensity (Rosen, 1976).
Sedimentary input from the flanking rivers has 
generally been deemed negligible, with the river estuaries 
normally being a sink for the bay derived sediment (Nelson, 
1960; Schubel and Carter, 1976; Goodwin, 1966, 1967).
Meade (1982) has suggested that all fluvial input deposited 
within an estuary only accounts for a small fraction (less
8
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than 20%) of the total sediment deposited within the 
estuary. Further, Krone (1972) suggested that during 
average flow conditions, a partially mixed estuary is 
essentially a closed system in terms of sediment transport 
processes. Based on salinity measurements, Meade (1969) 
has indicated a general lack of net fluvial input into the 
Chesapeake Bay. However some disagreement exists as to the 
accuracy of this hypothesis. Others, like Ludwick (1981), 
have argued that recent sediments deposited in the western 
Thimble Shoals area were derived from the James River, 
while Goodwin and Thomas (1973), indicate a fluvial and bay 
source for sediments in the Virginia Inner Shelf area.
A possible mechanism for the transport of river 
sediment into the Chesapeake Bay may be due to large scale 
meterological disturbances. Meade (1969) has suggested 
that during a large discharge, most river sediment may be 
transported out of the estuary and into the Atlantic 
Ocean. Further, Natale (1982) has suggested that even 
during a moderate flood event, appreciable amounts of 
sand-size material move downstream from river banks farther 
upstream. However during periodic high river discharges, 
the estuary responds by increasing the salinity 
stratification which prevents most sediment from escaping 
into the Chesapeake Bay (Nichols, 1977). Nichols 
determined that over 110,000 tons of fluvial sediment was 
displaced down the Rappahannock River during the 1972
9
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Tropical Storm Agnes, but only 10,000 tons escaped from the 
estuary. The remaining sediment was quickly reworked back 
upstream when the multilayer estuarine circulation pattern 
was reestablished.
Another possible source of sediment has been 
proposed by Meade (1969), who suggests the importance of 
landward moving oceanic waters in carrying sediment into 
the bay from the Altantic Shelf. However, this may only be 
a partial source of all of the sediment in this estuary. 
Byrne et al. (1983) agree that sand from the bay mouth is 
actively being deposited in the eastern half of the bay as 
far north as the latitude 36° 41' N, but theorizes that 
fluvial input may also be important.
Clearly sediment within the Chesapeake Bay appears to 
be the result of several possible contributing sources 
resulting in a complex dispersal system. Since the 
Holocene sea-level rise and inundation of the Susquehanna 
River system, 4.5 x lO^O m^ of sediment has accumulated 
in the Chesapeake Bay (Ryan, 1953). It is evident that a 
better understanding of the sources and sedimentary 
pathways of this material is warranted.
10
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MEHTODOLOGY
SAMPLING PROCEDURE
The bay samples used in this study were obtained from
the Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences. Samples were
collected between November, 1978 and June, 1979 as part of 
the extensive United States Environmental Protection 
Agency's Chesapeake Bay Program. Samples were randomly 
selected from a systematic grid, with a unit cell 
approximately equal to 20 square miles. Of the original 
139 samples taken from the bay area, only 95 contained 
sufficient ilmenite to be used in this study (Plate 1).
Eleven samples from the Virginia Shelf and nine 
samples from the Delaware Shelf were also used in the 
present study. The Virginia Shelf samples are part of the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers' collection stored at 
the Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences. Samples from
the Virginia Shelf were selected purely on availability of
sample sites located within 30 miles north and south of the 
bay mouth. The Delaware Shelf samples were supplied by Dr. 
Andrew Grosz and are part of the United States Geological 
Survey' Atlantic Ocean collection stored in Reston,
Virginia (Plate 2).
11
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Thirty-nine river samples were collected for this 
study. Generally, only the coastal plain portions in 
Virginia of the James, York, Rappahannock, and Potomac 
Rivers were sampled because the areas west of these regions 
were previously studied by Tsang (1985) and Darby (1984a). 
Also, the James, York, Rappahannock, and Potomac Rivers 
comprise the major fluvial sources of the lower Chesapeake 
Bay. Sample site locations were chosen purely on access 
and availability of shore areas with high percentages of 
opaque minerals. All samples were collected along the 
modern river shoreline in areas away from eroding cliffs.
Of the 39 samples taken from the four rivers, only 8 
samples from the James River, 8 samples from the York 
River, 9 from the Rappahannock River and 5 from the Potomac 
River were found to contain sufficient amounts of ilmenite 
to justify trace element analysis (plate 2).
The resul ts of 75 sam pies from a previous
inves t igat ion, (Evans , in prep . ) on the elemental
variability of ilmeni te in the Pleis tocene beach sand s o f
southeastern Virginia were inc luded in the present Study •
The data from Evans' study wer e used to define a sour ce o f
ilmenite that is erod ing from the s e Pleistocene de po Sits
(Plate 2) .
12
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LABORATORY ANALYSIS
All samples were air dried and the 2 to 4 phi fraction 
was separated. Previous studies have established that the 
2 to 4 phi size fraction contains the majority of ilmenite 
and other heavy minerals (Russell, 1936; Luepke, 1980; 
Darby, 1984a). The heavy minerals in the 2 to 4 phi size 
were concentrated using tetrabromoethane, (density 2.96). 
Sample separation utilized a modification of the Carver 
(1971) method. Samples were repeatedly stirred until all 
minerals with a density greater than 2.96 had settled out. 
The heavy mineral concentrate was then poured out onto 
filter paper, rinsed repeatedly with acetone, and then air 
dried. Next, the heavy mineral fraction was passed under a 
hand magnet in order to remove most of the more magnetic 
minerals, magnetite and titanomagnetite. The remaining 
heavy minerals were then run through a Frantz Isodynamic 
Magnetic Separator at 0.1 amp. with a 25° side slope and a 
20° forward tilt. The less magnetic portion of the sand 
was rerun through the Frantz at 0.3 amp. with the same tilt 
and slope in order to concentrate and separate the ilmenite 
grains from the other heavy minerals. Two passes through 
the Frantz at 0.3 amp was adequate to purify the 0.1 to 0.3 
amp. fraction.
Cleaning of the 0.1 to 0.3 amp. fraction consisted of
13
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sonifiction of the grains in acetone, in order to remove 
any remaining tetrabromoethane, and later sonification in 
deionized water until any adhering particles or grain 
coatings were removed. The 0.1 to 0.3 amp fraction was 
then cleaned under a binocular microscope in order to 
remove any non-ilmenite grains.
A small portion of the cleaned sample was analyzed by 
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). The XRD traces determined the 
purity of the ilmenite separation and identified the 
presence of other minerals. If the XRD traces revealed the 
presence of any other mineral, a more detailed optical 
inspection of the ilmenite concentrate was performed.
After this, the sample was deemed pure and any extraneous 
XRD peaks were believed to be due to an exsolution phase or 
inclusions within the ilmenite grains and not a separate 
mineral contaminate.
Potassium pyrosulfate (K2S2O7) was used as the 
fluxing agent in the fusion process. Following a fusion 
procedure, modified after Bock (1979), Tsang (1985), and 
Evans (in prep.), 0.1 gram of the optically purified 
ilmenite was mixed with 1.0 gram of reagent grade potassium 
pyrosulfate and slowly heated to 720° C. Each sample was 
removed from the furnace and swirled at 425°, 525°, and 
625° C in order to agitate the chemical mixture. Care was 
taken not to heat the samples above 800° C, because 
temperatures above this level produce a Ti, Mg, and Cr-rich
14
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precipitate (ilmenorutile) which destroys the usefulness of 
the sample for elemental analysis.
Once the sample was fused and a clear solution
produced, it was allowed to cool for 5 to 7 minutes. Next,
10 ml of 50% redistilled nitric acid (HNO3) was added to
the fused mixture and gently heated to 45° C. After the 
sample dissolved, the liquid was gravity filtered into a 
volumetric flask and then diluted to 50 ml with ultra-pure 
deionized water bringing the final nitric acid (HNO3) 
concentration to 10%. The filtrate was later analyzed for 
A1, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, Ni, Ti, V, and Zn, according to the 
standard procedures on a Perkin Elmer Model 603 Atomic 
Absorption Spectrophotometer.
The standard addition method was used for ten samples 
in order to verify that no significant interferences were 
present. Besides standard additions, eight replicate 
samples were analyzed to measure the precision of the 
analyses. All replicates and standard addition samples had 
less than 5% error. Further, EPA trace metal sample WP 284 
was used to determine the accuracy of the standards in the 
fusion matrix (Appendix H).
GRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL METHODS
The evaluation of the data was divided into three 
parts. First, maps of the sample sites were contoured
15
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based on the trace element concentrations in ilmenite.
These maps were used to define any bay-wide trends that 
exist in each of the trace element values. Second, factor 
analysis was performed on the bay data using the 
Statistical Analysis System statistical package (SAS 
Institute, 1982). This analysis is a grouping technique 
which is useful in summarizing the interrelationships or 
controlling parameters among the variables, without the 
bias from _a priori knowledge. This method condenses the 
variance within the data into a few new variables and can 
highlight significant elemental trends not readily 
discernible in any single variable.
The value of factor analysis in reducing large sets of 
data into interpretable patterns has previously been 
established in numerous trace elemental studies (Tsang, 
1985; McMillan, 1985). Further, this method provides a 
means for interpreting the extent to which the separate 
populations are mixed within a basin and a means of 
identifying their distribution patterns (Davis, 1973; Darby 
and Tsang, in press.).
The method used in calculating factor scores was an 
R-mode principle component analysis with varimax rotation. 
Standardized data was used to calculate the scores for each 
vector. The scores for the major factors (factors with 
eigenvalues greater than 1.0) were plotted and then 
contoured in order to emphasize any spatial trends.
16
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The final form of data analysis used in this study was 
stepwise discriminant analysis (SPSS, 1986). This is a 
statistical technique which is dependent upon a limited 
number of predefined groupings. The advantage of this form 
of analysis is in the maximization of the discriminating 
power through the transformation of the original 
multivariant data into a linear combination of variables 
that best discriminates between the groups. With these new 
variables, samples with unknown group membership can be 
statistically classified to the known groupings. Previous 
studies have suggested this form of analysis can be a 
powerful tool in differentiating source areas (Darby 1984a; 
Darby et al ., 1987) and in correlating the distribution of 
sediments to their source areas (Darby and Tsang, in press; 
Tsang, 1985; Darby, 1984b).
Mahalanobis' distance was the method used for variable 
entry in the discriminant analysis. This stepwise method 
finds a set of variables that best increases the distance 
between the two closest groups and therefore maximizes the 
discriminating power of the a^ priori groupings. The pooled 
within groups covariance matrix was then used to classify 
the groups (SPSS, 1986)
17
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R E S U LT S
ISOPLETH MAPS AND FACTOR ANALYSIS
In the analysis of the bay sediments, valuable 
information can be gained from the isopleth maps of 
ilmenite's elemental content. These maps help illustrate 
distinctive trends that reflect distribution patterns of 
sediments from their sources. Unfortunately this method 
does have an inherent limitation. Since a purely 
non-random sampling pattern was used, contours do not arise 
from "natural" breaks in the data but are somewhat 
arbitrary. Even though this sampling scheme raises some 
theoretical questions during the multivariant and 
statistical analysis, the results of the present study 
should remain valid.
In general, there appears to be an east-west 
difference in the elemental concentrations of ilmenite in 
the lower Chesapeake Bay sediments. This pattern is best 
exhibited in the Zn values with relatively low 
concentrations east of the 40 ft. contour interval of the 
mid-bay channel and higher values for all sample sites west 
of this contour (Fig. 1). This prevailing trend is also 
exhibited in the Mg, Ti, and Fe values (Figs. 2, 3, and 4).
18
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Figure 1 Isopleth map of zinc (ppm) in the ilmenite
of the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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Figure 2. Isopleth map of magnesium (ppm) in the
ilmenite of the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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Figure 3. Isopleth map of titanium percent in the
ilmenite of the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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Figure 4 Isopleth map of iron percent in the ilmenite
of the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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Higher values of Mg and Ti are noted on both sides of the 
bay and are separated by a zone of lower values near the 
mid-bay channel. The area of the lower concentrations of 
Ti is wider than the Mg zone and terminates north of the 
bay mouth. Fe values generally illustrate an inverse 
relationship to the Ti concentrations, with the Fe values 
higher in the deeper portions of the mid-bay channel and 
lower on either side of this channel (Fig. 4). The inverse 
relationship observed in the Ti and Fe distribution pattern 
suggests mineral stability of ilmenite is a possible factor 
governing the observed elemental trends. If this is 
correct, an isopleth map of Ti/Fe ratios should delineate 
areas of greatest weathering. In Figure 5, the higher 
Ti/Fe ratios are located mainly on the western side of the 
bay, and in the Tangier and Pocomoke Sounds, with the 
highest ratios (greater than 0.95) located exclusively in 
the lower and middle portions along the western 
shorelines. These areas include the mouth of the York 
River and between Mobjack Bay and the Piakatank River. 
Values below 0.65 occur only in the upper mid-bay channel 
and in the bay mouth areas.
A trend of decreasing Cr and V values from the 
northern to southern bay areas is noted (Figs. 6 and 7). 
These elements tend to have higher concentrations in the 
northern half of the Chesapeake Bay and lower values in the 
southern half and in the Eastern Shore areas. The Cu, Mn,
23
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Figure 5. Isopleth map of titaniura/iron ratios in the
ilmenite of the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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Figure 6 Isopleth map of chromium (ppm) in the ilmenite
of the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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Figure 7 Isopleth map of vanadium (ppm) in the ilmenite
of the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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Al, and Ni values are extremely variable throughout the bay 
and no definite trends are discernible for any of these 
four elements (Appendix C). In general, lower elemental 
concentrations are noted in the bay mouth region for Cu,
Cr, Ni, V, and Zn; however, there exists a large amount of 
variability within any of these elements and the low 
sampling density precludes any conclusions based on the 
elemental concentration maps of ilmenite in this area.
Abrupt changes in the elemental concentrations are 
noted at the mouth of the major Virginia rivers entering 
into the lower bay. Most of the elemental values in the 
estuarine areas are different from those of the surrounding 
bay region. However, a plume of material with similar Cr, 
Mg, and Mn values is noted to extend slightly into the bay 
from the James River and another plume of material with 
similar Fe, Mn, and V values extends from the York River.
Although several trends are noted in the isopleth 
maps, variability within the data makes interpretation of 
the dispersal pathways difficult. However, this problem 
was overcome in part by analyzing the elemental data by 
factor analysis. The factor scores account for the maximum 
possible variance in the data by displaying the 
interrelationships within all of the variables. Further, a 
close grouping of the factor scores signifies a common or 
similar relationship of the elements within the ilmenite. 
This helps minimize the scatter associated in the analysis
27
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of any single element.
The results of the factor analysis indicate that the 
first three factors account for 65.79% of the total 
variance in the data with factor 1 contributing 33.59%, 
factor 2 contributing 18.69%, and factor 3 contributing 
13.51%. The composition of each factor is dominated by a 
single variable. Factor 1 is mainly dependent on Zn, 
factor 2 on Ti, and factor 3 on Mg. The loadings for each 
of these elements are positive which indicates a strong 
correlation of the major variables to the sample scores for 
each corresponding factor. This indicates that sample 
sites that have high positive factor scores also have 
higher than average values for the dominant element in each 
factor. Conversely negative factor scores define sample 
sites that have lower than average concentration for the 
corresponding dominant element. Therefore areas with a 
commonality of factor scores are good indicators of 
ilmenite with similar elemental compositions.
A strong gradient is obvious in the map of the scores 
from factor 1 (Fig. 8), with higher scores noted along the 
western and southern margins of the bay and decreasing 
eastward. The highest positive scores (greater than 1.0) 
are located along the western shore, between the 
Rappahannock and Potomac Rivers. Other isolated high 
positive scores are also located north of Mojack Bay, in 
the Thimble Shoals area, and in the James River Estuary.
28
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Figure 8. A map of the scores from factor 1.
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The lower scores (-1.0 to 0.0) are concentrated along the 
Eastern Shore, beginning in the northern bay mouth area and 
expanding northward into the Tangier Sound region.
Extremely low scores (less than -1.0) are concentrated in 
the upper mid-bay channel and in the Focomoke Sound. These 
low scores extend slightly southward along the Eastern 
Shore. Other isolated negative scores are noted in the bay 
mouth and along the southern half of the Eastern Shore.
Also worth noting are the moderately positive scores (1.0 
to 0.0) along the western shore of the Smith-Tangier Island 
area. This zone extends slightly down the bay and is 
surrounded by a band of highly negative scores.
The trends in factor 2 agree with those of factor 1 in 
that they also reveal a subdivision of samples into two 
broad groups generally parallel to the trend of the bay 
(Fig. 9). The upper mid-bay channel area is characterized 
by extremely negative scores (less than -1.0), while higher 
values are noted along the periphery of the bay except in 
the Thimble Shoals area. Because of the positive 
correlation between dominant loading and the factor scores, 
the higher scores of the western and upper eastern margins
indicate ilmenite with greater Ti values than the upper
mid-bay area, as shown in Figure 3 .
The distribu t ion of the sco res from f ac tor 2 ind icat
a strong gradient exi sts within the upper bay, ex tending
inward from both sides Another gr ad ient exte nd s southwa
30
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Figure 9. A map of the scores from factor 2.
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from the Pocomoke and Tangier Sounds, and down the bay 
along the Eastern Shore. Further, the lower scores in the 
mid-bay channel also extend down the bay and intersect the 
Eastern Shore between latitudes 37° 10'N and 37° 30'N.
Magnesium dominates the scores in factor 3 (Fig. 10). 
The highest of these scores (greater than 1.0) are noted in 
the upper eastern bay, while lower scores are noted in a 
zone which parallels the longitudinal mid-bay channel and 
expands southward. Moderately positive (0.0 to 1.0) and 
isolated high scores (greater than 1.0) are concentrated 
along the western shore area in a zone congruent to the 
shoreline and extends south of the York River. Another 
zone of high positive scores exists in the Tangier Sound 
area, and extends southward. The Tangier Sound zone 
intersects the Eastern Shore near latitude 37° 25'N.
A bivariant plot of the first two factors explains 
most of the variance in the original data (Fig. 11). A 
geographic map of this plot (Fig. 12) shows that a distinct 
east-west separation in the elemental composition of the 
ilmenite grains occurs near the western margin of the 
longitudinal mid-bay channel. A comparison of Figure 11 to 
Figure 12 helps illustrate the importance that two factors, 
the Zn dominated factor 1 and to a lesser extent the Ti 
dominated factor 2 can have in differentiating the ilmenite 
in the Chesapeake Bay.
In summary, several trends in the bay sediments are
32
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Figure 10. A map of the scores from factor 3.
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Figure 11. A plot of factor 1 verses factor 2.
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Figure 12. Map of the separation noted in 
Figure 11. Dashed line represents the western margin of
the mid-bay channel.
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noted. There appears to be a well defined east-west 
pattern that separates the bay into two distinct sections,
separated in the upper mid-bay by a third area.
Superimposed on this pattern is a north-south trend 
separating the bay into two supplementary zones, possibly 
concordant to the other areas (eg. Figs. 9 and 10).
DISCRIMINATE ANALYSIS; TOTAL BAY
Four j i priori groupings were analyzed in the total bay 
discriminant analysis and included the offshore Virginia 
Shelf, the James River, the Potomac River, and the York +
Rappahannock Rivers. Darby (1984a) has previously
indicated a similarity in the elemental content of the 
ilmenite in both the York and Ra 
could not be completely separate 
analysis. This same problem wa 
present study and was determined 
mathematical limitation that exi 
analyses. Due to the close simi 
composition of the ilmenite grai 
and York Rivers, complete separa 
could not occur when analyzed wi 
had a radically different chemic 
this mathematical limitation, a 
(Morrison, 1967) indicated that
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d by discriminant 
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the ilmenite from these two
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sources are significantly different at greater than the 
99.999% level of confidence.
Results of the discriminant analysis on all of the 
potential ilmenite source areas for the bay indicate that 
each discriminant group or source is completely different 
with an average probability of correct classification of 
98.91% (+_ 3.68%). Over 95.43% of the total variance in the 
data is accounted for by the first two discriminant 
functions. The first function accounts for 61.86% of the 
total variance and is mostly defined by Zn, Ni, and Mg.
The second function represents 33.56% of the variance and 
is primarily defined by Fe, V, and Al. The remaining 4.57% 
of the the total variance is defined in the last function 
and is dominated by Mg and Mn. Although Ti was a dominant 
element in the factor analysis of the bay sample locations, 
it was less significant in the various .a priori sand 
sources and was removed from the analysis. The canonical 
correlation coefficients, which measure the function's 
ability to discriminate between the groups (sources), was 
0.95, 0.92, and 0.65 for the first three functions.
The results from the total bay discriminant analysis 
were used to classify all of the sample locations in the 
bay. These samples were analyzed without any priori 
knowledge and were classified to the predefined groups 
based on the highest probability of membership.
Most of the bay samples classified with the offshore
37
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Virginia group, primarily by function 1, and had an average 
probability of 98.85% (_+ 7.01%) of correct classification 
(Fig. 13). The second function was useful in separating 
the river groups, with thirty-seven bay samples classifying 
with the York + Rappahannock Rivers at an average 
probability of 98.44% (+_ 5.05). None of the bay samples 
grouped with the Potomac River, but four samples did 
classify with the James River at an average probability of 
88.59% (+16.46%) (Table 1).
It is interesting to note that the samples located in 
the upper mid-bay channel grouped together and away from 
any predetermined groups and it is especially interesting 
that they did not plot near their closest potential source 
river, the Potomac River. This indicates that these 
samples are being forced to correlate with the offshore 
Virginia group and should be treated as a separate a_ priori 
group.
Discriminant function analysis does not produce a 
continuous function that can be contoured. However, the 
results can be mapped according to sample location and 
outlines of the groups can be significant in defining 
source areas. Figure 14 shows that the bay sample sites 
have a distinct geographic relationship with the a^ priori 
groups. Samples in the eastern half of the bay group with 
the offshore Virginia Shelf, while the samples in the 
western half of the bay correlated with either the James or
38
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Figure 13. Plot of function 1 verses function 2 
from the discriminant analysis on all sample site 
in the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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Table 1. Classification and probabilities of 
the total Chesapeake Bay discriminant analysis.
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AVERAGE PROBABILITY NUMBER OF UNGROUPED AVERAGE PROBABILITY OF 
GROUP NUMBER PERCENT CORRECTLY OF CASSES CORRECTLY CASSES CLASSIFIED CORRECT CLASSIFICATION
CLASSIFIED CLASSIFIED (SD) TO A PRIORI GROUP OF UNGROUPED SAMPLES (SD)
\
Offshore 9 100.0% 99.99 C+. 0 .01) 47 * * *  98.85 (+ 7.01)
Virginia Shelf
James River 8 100.0% 98.81 (+ 2.79) 4 88.59 (♦ 16.46)
York + Rapp. 17 100.0% 98.05 (+ 5.07) 37 98.44 5.05)
Rivers
Potomac River 5 100.0% 99.99 (+ 0.01)
Total 39 100.00% 98.91 (+ 3.68) 88 * * *  98.21 7.37)
*** = Includes upper mid-bay channel samples
(SD) = Standard Deviation.
Classification and Probabilities of Total Chesapeake Bay Discriminant Analysis.
Figure 14. Sample classifications based on the 
discriminate analysis on all samples in the lower
Chesapeake Bay.
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the York + Rappahannock Rivers. This separation between 
the east and west bay is very similar to the results of the 
factor analysis. However, it is interesting to note that 
several samples that classified with the James River extend 
from the estuary and into the Thimble Shoals area. These 
samples might indicate a possible James River source for 
the sand in the Thimble Shoals Channel.
Even though rivers and their estuaries may supply 
sediment into the bay, shoreline erosion of the exposed 
Quaternary and Tertiary sediments might be an important 
source of material for the bay. In order to properly 
evaluate this source against the various fluvial and 
offshore sources, additional discriminant analyses were 
used. However, because of the major elemental differences 
between the eastern and western sides of the bay, and 
mathematical limitations in a discriminant analysis with 
more than four a^ priori groups, each side of the bay was 
analyzed separately.
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS; WESTERN BAY
Previously, Carron (1979) and Byrne et al. (1983) have 
defined shore erosion as the major source of sand in the 
western half of the Chesapeake Bay. Because significant 
erosion of the western shoreline of the bay has occurred in 
the recent past (Byrne and Anderson, 1977), samples from
42
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the lower most geographic portion of each river's estuary 
should provide a useful indicator of the bay's western 
shoreline areas. Eight estuarine-mouth samples were 
geographically selected and compared to the 22 upstream 
estuarine-river samples and to the 75 samples from the 
outcropping Pleistocene formations in southeastern Virginia 
(Evans, in prep.). The comparison between the upstream 
estuarine-rivers and two different eroding shorelines 
sources with the western bay samples should provide a means 
of identifying which of the potential source areas is the 
dominant source of sand in the western bay.
The first discriminant function defined 91.94% of the 
variance in the data, while the second function accounted 
for the remaining 8.06% of the variance. The canonical 
correlation coefficients were 0.91 for the first function 
and 0.55 for the second function. The western bay 
discriminant analysis correctly classified 93.33% of the 
samples in the predefined groups with an average 
probability of correct classification of 86.88% (+^17.85%) 
for the Pleistocene beach sands, 99.47% (_+ 2.68%) for the 
western estuarine-mouth sands, and 88.20% (+^15.58%) for the 
more distal upstream estuarine-river samples (Table 2).
Samples from the southeastern Virginia Pleistocene 
beach sands were clearly separated from the other two 
groups by the first discriminant function and were 
primarily defined by Fe, Cu, Zn, and V. The second
43
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Table 2. Classification and probabilities of 
the western Chesapeake Bay discriminant analysis.
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GROUP NUMBER PERCENT CORRECTLY 
CLASSIFIED
AVERAGE PROBABILITY 
OF CASSES CORRECTLY 
CLASSIFIED (SD)
NUMBER OF UNGROUPED 
CASSES CLASSIFIED 
TO A PRIORI GROUP
AVERAGE PROBABILITY OF 
CORRECT CLASSIFICATION 
OF UNGROUPED SAMPLES (SD)
Western 
Est.- M.)uth
8 87.5% 86.88 Of 17.85) 38 94.47 Of 11.29)
Pleistocene 
Beach sands
75 100.0% 99.47 (+ 2.68) 2 68.18 Of 7.63)
Upstream 
Est.- Rivers
22 72.7% 88.20 Of 15.58) 2 90.72 Of 2.70)
Total 105 93.33% 96.15 (+ 10.28) 42 92.67 {+ 12.33)
(SD) = Standard Deviation.
Classification and Probabilities of Western Side of the Chesapeake Bay Discriminant Analysis.
function was useful in separating the other two groups and 
was primarily dependent upon Mg, Zn, and V. Both A1 and Cr 
had insignificant variance and were removed from the 
discriminant analysis (Fig. 15).
Most of the western bay samples classified with the 
estuarine-mouth samples which primarily represent the 
adjacent shoreline sources (Fig. 16). These samples had an 
average probability of correct classification of 94.42% 
(^11.29%). Of the remaining four western bay samples, two 
classified with both the older Pleistocene beach source and 
the more distal, upstream estuarine-river samples. These 
four samples had a lower average probability of correct 
classification than the other bay samples. The two bay 
samples that grouped with the Pleistocene beach priori 
group had an average probability of correct classification 
of 68.18% (+ 7.63%), while the remaining two bay samples 
that grouped with the upstream fluvial a_ priori group had 
an average probability of 90.18% (+_ 2.70%).
The group classification and the lower probabilities 
of correct classification of these four bay samples is 
probably the result of a poorly defined source group used 
to represent the western shoreline area. The lower 
probability of correct classification (86.88%) of the 
western estuarine-mouth a priori source group tends to 
support this conclusion. Further, the locations of these 
four samples are generally far removed from their
45
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Figure 15. Plot of function 1 verses function 2 from 
the western bay discriminant analysis.
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Figure 16. Distribution of unclassified western bay 
samples showing their discriminant function 
classification with one of the potential sources.
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classified source group (Fig. 16).
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS; EASTERN BAY
Three sources were defined by this analysis and 
include the offshore Virginia Shelf, the upper mid-bay 
channel, and the upper Eastern Shore area near the northern 
limit of the study area. The discriminant analysis of the 
ilmenite trace element data correctly grouped 96.43% of the 
samples with an average probability of correct classifi­
cation of 100.00% for the upper mid-bay channel, 93.56% 
(^12.38%) for the offshore Virginia Shelf source, and 
92 . 75% (+^12.96%) for the upper Eastern Shore source (Table 
3). The canonical correlation coefficients were 0.96 for 
the first function and 0.77 for the second function.
The upper mid-bay channel samples are clearly 
separated from the other groups by function 1 and this is 
primarily due to its high Fe values (Fig. 17). The upper 
Eastern Shore source and the offshore Virginia source 
appear to be separable by the second function primarily due 
to their Mg, Ti, and Zn values. However, there is some 
overlap between these two sources. This may indicate 
either a poorly defined source population, or a similarity 
of trace elements in both of these two source areas. A1, 
Cr, Mn, Ni, and V were not found to significantly 
contribute to the separation of the £ priori groups and
48
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Table 3. Classification and probabilities of
the eastern Chesapeake Bay discriminant analysis.
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GROUP NUMBER PERCENT CORRECTLY 
CLASSIFIED
AVERAGE PROBABILITY 
OF CASSES CORRECTLY 
CLASSIFIED (SD)
NUMBER OF UNGROUPED 
CASSES CLASSIFIED 
TO A PRIORI GROUP
AVERAGE PROBABILITY OF 
CORRECT CLASSIFICATION 
OF UNGROUPED SAMPLES (SD)
Upper Mid-Bay 
Channel
10 100.0% 100.00 (+ 0.00) 3 100.00 U  0.00)
Offshore 
Virginia Shelf
9 100.0% 93.56 (+ 12.38) 12 86.23 13.88)
Upper Eastern 
Shore
9 88.9% 92.75 12.96) 12 85.57 <+ 17.40)
Total 28 96.43% 95.60'<+ 10.68) 27 87.47 (+ 15.49)
(SD) = Standard Deviation.
Classification and Probabilities of Eastern Side of the Chesapeake Bay Discriminant Analysis.
Figure 17. Plot of function 1 verses function 2 from
the eastern bay discriminant analysis.
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were removed from the discriminant analysis.
The classification of the eastern bay samples to the a 
priori source groups indicates that only three samples 
grouped with the upper mid-bay channel with a 100.00% 
probability of correct classification. Twelve samples 
grouped with the upper Eastern Shore source and had an 
average probability of correct classification of 85.57% 
(+^17.40%). The remaining twelve bay samples grouped with 
the offshore Virginia Shelf source with an average 
probability of 86.23% (+13.88%) (Table 3).
Due to the convergence of all three sources just west 
of 37° 25'N, an intersecting distribution pattern exists in 
the eastern bay (Fig. 18). However, exceptions to this 
distribution pattern are noted in the misclassification of 
bay sample 106 with the offshore Virginia group and bay 
samples 13, 15, and 100 with the upper Eastern Shore 
group. These exceptions probably resulted from the same 
problem that affected the western bay's a^ priori source 
groups, notably the poor definition in the a_ priori group 
itself. Although bay samples 27 and 114 may also be 
affected by poor group population controls, their proximity 
to a deep local channel and their dissimilarity from the 
other two ji priori groups, supports their classification 
with the upper mid-bay channel group.
In summary, a definite east-west separation can be 
observed from the discriminant analysis. This separation
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Figure 18. Distribution of classified and unclassifi 
samples in the eastern half of the bay showing thei 
discriminant function classification with one of th 
potential source groups.
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appears to occur along the western margin of the mid-bay 
channel and agrees with the results from the isopleth and 
factor analyses. The western bay sediments are 
significantly correlated to the western estuarine-mouth 
source, with a possible exception of four samples 
associated with the James River. Association of the 
western bay samples to the other three upstream estuarine- 
rivers does not appear to be possible with this data. The 
majority of eastern bay samples are grouped with the upper 
Eastern Shore and offshore Virginia Shelf source groups.
The offshore Virginia Shelf source group is associated with 
the lower half of the eastern bay, while the upper Eastern 
Shore source group is associated with the northern portions 
of the eastern bay. A third zone is located in the upper 
reaches of the mid-bay channel. This zone is different 
from any other priori group on either side of the bay and 
extends a slight distance down the bay to near latitude 
37° 25'N.
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DISCUSSION
WEATHERING EFFECTS
In contrast to heavy mineral analysis, the use of 
ilmenite elemental composition in provenance and sediment 
dispersal studies requires an unweathered sample. Even 
slight diagenetic alteration can change the elemental 
content in ilmenite and reduce the usefulness of this 
paragenetic indicator.
During diagenesis, iron and other cations are 
mobilized and leached. This results in an increase in Ti 
content in the altered material. Morad and Aldahan (1986) 
indicated that even in the earliest stages of weathering, 
Ti/Fe ratios in ilmenite can exceed 1.44, while ratios in 
excess of 1.16 are not uncommon in "fresh" ilmenite. 
Although the theoretical Ti/Fe ratio is 0.85, Dimanche and 
Bartholome (1976) noted that normally the ratios were 
generally lower. This phenomenon is due primarily to the 
solid solution of ilmenite with other iron rich minerals, 
notably hematite (Fe£03).
The ilmenite grains used in the present study were 
from the more magnetic portion of the detrital sample (0.1 
to 0.3 amp). This fact is evident in the Ti/Fe ratios for
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each sample. The selection of the magnetic fraction of 
ilmenite effectively eliminates the more weathered ilmenite 
grains which are enriched in the greater than 0.3 amp. 
portion (Lynd et al., 1954). Even the highest ratio of 
1.04 is well within the range of unaltered ilmenite. This 
suggests that the overall effects of weathering in the 0.1 
to 0.3 amp. magnetic fraction within the lower Chesapeake 
Bay are minor and that these ilmenite grains can be used as 
an indicator of provenance and sand dispersal patterns.
Of interest is the fact that the majority of Ti/Fe 
ratios in the upper bay and the offshore regions are well 
below the theoretical value of 0.85 for pure ilmenite 
(FeTi03). In a petrographic analysis of bay sample 60 
(D. Darby, personal communication, 1986), most of the 
ilmenite grains contained abundant hematite exsolution 
(Fe203), which accounts for the lower Ti/Fe ratios.
Similar petrographic findings have been noted in the 
surrounding coastal plain as well as in the estuaries 
flowing into the Chesapeake Bay (Darby, 1984a).
Even though the ilmenite in some portions of the 
Chesapeake Bay contain exsolved hematite which has been 
previously shown to be susceptible to removal during the 
early stages of meteoric weathering (Darby and Tsang, in 
press; Morad and Aldahan, 1986), it should not be a 
limiting factor for provenance determination because the 
hematite is relatively pure and most trace elements are
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concentrated in the ilmenite host phase (Ramdohr, 1980).
In addition Darby (1984a) suggests that the trace element 
variations in ilmenite could not always be explained by 
their optical properties such as the occurrence of hematite 
lamellae within the ilmenite.
SEDIMENTARY DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS
Contour maps of the factor scores show distinct trends 
that should reflect sand dispersal patterns within the 
lower bay. One well developed trend is exhibited by factor 
1 (Fig. 8). The distribution of this factor's scores 
indicate a distinct difference in the ilmenite trace 
elements in the eastern and western bay. This separation 
is mainly controlled by the Zn concentration, with values 
greater than 382 ppm only present west of the 40 ft. 
contour defining the central longitudinal bay channel. A 
similar pattern was noted by Firek et al. (1977) in the 
heavy mineral data of the bay. In this study garnet was 
localized along the eastern shore but deficient in the 
western bay. However, zircon tended to be concentrated 
along the western shore and was generally not present along 
the eastern shore or in water depth greater than 30 ft.
The pattern of eastern and western bay differentiation 
is also exhibited in the Ti/Fe ratios of the ilmenite (Fig. 
5). In general the western bay has higher ratios than the
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eastern side and indicates that the ilmenite in the western 
half of the bay is slightly more mature than the eastern 
half. Firek (1975) noted that the heavy minerals in the 
western half of the bay also exhibited a higher degree of 
maturity. Firek suggested that this higher maturity is due 
to the extensive hydraulic fractionation and concentration 
of a more stable heavy minerals assemblage that exists in 
the adjacent western shoreline. However, Tsang (1985) and 
Evans (in prep.) have concluded that the higher maturity of 
the ilmenite may be due to the erosion of more weathered 
sediments from the adjacent coastal plain.
Another prominent trend is shown in the contour map of 
the Mg concentrations (Fig. 2) and the scores from factor 3 
(Fig. 10). Higher Mg concentrations and high positive 
factor scores exist on either side of the bay and extend 
southward. These patterns suggests the southward movement 
of sand derived from the erosion of the bay's shoreline 
areas. The heavy mineral plots from Firek (1975) also 
support this conclusion. Further, Firek suggests that 
during erosion of the bay's shorelines the less dense 
minerals, such as hornblende, might be carried into deeper 
water, while the more dense zircon and garnet remain closer 
to the eroded shoreline area. These lag deposits are then 
subjected to dispersal down the bay by longshore currents 
and wind generated waves (Firek et al., 1977; Byrne et al., 
1983).
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Shoreline erosion is a continuing process. For the 
average daily wave height and period conditions typically 
found in the bay, 18 ft. is the maximum depth to which 
appreciable amounts of sand from a near shore environment 
are likely to be dispersed by waves (Carron, 1979).
Schubel (1968) found that little of the eroded sand in the 
northern Chesapeake Bay, escaped from the nearshore zone 
and the only major direction of movement was along shore. 
Because waves are primarily wind generated, the size of the 
waves in the bay dramatically increase during northeastern 
storms and hurricanes. This increases the distance 
sediment is transported normal to the shoreline. Finer 
sands tend to remain in suspension longer and can be 
carried into deeper depths before settling out. Even 
during normal bay conditions, the shallow nearshore areas 
are subjected to wave energy for longer periods of time 
than the deeper offshore areas. Although this results in 
larger depositional rates in water depths greater than 18 
ft., the deeper channel areas (greater than 42 ft.) in the 
center of the bay have low depositional rates. Carron 
(1979) suggests that these reduced depositional rates are 
primarily a function of decreasing wave energy normal to 
the shoreline
The distinct elemental differences that exist in the 
ilmenite in the eastern and western sides of the Chesapeake 
Bay occur near the deeper waters of the mid-bay channel.
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Darby (1984a) suggested that ilmenite elemental differences 
within bay deposits might be the result of a lower degree 
of sand mixing from divergent source areas. Bearing in 
mind that these channel areas have low depositional rates 
and primarily fine-grain sediments are deposited here, one 
might suspect that the sand found in these deeper areas 
might be reworked relict fluvial deposits.
The hydrodynamic conditions in an estuary such as the 
Chesapeake Bay tends to maintain the subtle differences in 
the ilmenite on either side of the bay because the dominant 
mode of transport is by longshore drift and not 
perpendicular to the shoreline. This would limit the 
mixing of sediment from either side of the bay and maintain 
the subtle elemental differences of the various sources 
longer than in areas which do. nut have restricted sediment 
movement. In fact, the homogeneity noted in the elemental 
composition of ilmenite in the nearby open-ocean beach 
deposits may be attributed to the more dynamic mixing of 
various modern sediment sources in this environment 
(Darby, 1984a) .
In the eastern half of the bay the trends in the Mg 
concentrations (Fig. 2) and in the decreasing scores of 
factor 1 (Fig. 8), indicate sediment is moving southward 
from a northern area, possibly the Tangier or Pocomoke 
Sound regions. However, Ti percentages (Fig. 3) and the 
scores from factor 2 (Fig. 9) suggests that most sediment
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in the upper eastern bay is only associated with sand from 
the Pocomoke Sound region.
In general, Byrne et al. (1983) suggested that the 
main axial channel between the Pocomoke and Tangier Sounds 
effectively separates the sand mass of the Smith and 
Tangier Islands from the rest of the bay. Even though this 
northern sand mass is moving southward, deposition should 
be limited to the channel area in the Pocomoke Sound. This 
indicates that the probable source of sand in the upper 
Eastern Shore is solely derived from the exposed 
Pleistocene formations that outcrop along the shoreline 
areas. The southward distribution pattern of sand from the 
Pocomoke Sound is probably induced and maintained by local 
winds and storm surges associated with northeastern 
meteorological disturbances. Further, wave reflection 
analysis by Byrne (1976) on the upper bay supports the 
conclusion that the net sand drift is southward.
An analysis of V concentrations (Fig. 7) and the 
scores from factor 1 (Fig. 8) indicates a northward 
direction of sediment movement along the lower Eastern 
Shore area of the Chesapeake Bay. The similarity in V 
concentrations and factor scores in the bay mouth indicate 
that the landward transport of sediment originates from the 
o f fshore .
Bryne et al. (1983) and Boon et al. (1983) have 
previously suggested that an appreciable amount of fine
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sand from the bay mouth are being moved up the bay. These 
sediments are transported as a consequence of gravitational 
circulation and bottom currents which pumps saline water 
through the deeper channels along the eastern shore 
(Boicourt, 1981).
Although the scores from factor 1 (Fig. 8) and the V 
concentrations (Fig. 7) suggest the northward transport of 
sediment, deposition of these marine sands should occur in 
zones of decreasing energy. The northern extent of the bay 
mouth sediments roughly coincides with the southern 
boundary of sands from the Pocomoke Sound region, in a zone 
of limited sediment mixing, between 37° 22'N and 37° 28'N. 
Although, Byrne et al. (1983) suggested that this boundary 
may extend as far north as 37° 41'N, the present study 
indicates a more southern latitude of 37° 25'N
The similarity of elemental concentrations of Fe, Ti, 
(Figs. 3 and 4) and the highly negative scores from factor 
2 (Fig. 9) suggest that between 37° 22'N and 37° 28'N exits 
the southern most extension of the upper mid-bay channel. 
However, this channel appears to intersect the Delmarva 
Peninsula near 37° 25'N. This apparent paradox can be 
resolved if the direction of the mid-bay channel indicated 
by factor 2 is compared to the course of the Pleistocene 
Susquehanna River. Carron (1979) indicated that this river 
and the major Virginia tributaries followed a different 
pathway to the Atlantic Ocean during the Pleistocene than
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the modern bay's thalwag. Further, Mixon (1985) presents 
evidence that the Susquehanna River flowed southeasterly 
through the modern Eastern Shore and occupied a deep 
paleovalley near the Town of Eastville, Virginia (see Fig. 
9; Mixon, 1985), while the major Virginia paleorivers 
probably flowed out to sea further southward (Carron, 1979; 
Meisburger, 1972).
A comparison of the elemental composition of ilmenite 
from the upper mid-bay channel to the ilmenite from the 
modern Susquehanna River (Darby, 1984a) strongly suggest 
that these bay sediments were derived from this northern 
river. However, Williams and Reed (1972) indicate that 
most sediment transported by the modern Susquehanna River 
is currently being trapped behind several hydroelectric 
power dams. Further, Schubel (1973) indicated that even 
during an extremely large flood, most coarse sediment from 
the Susquehanna River is being deposited within 30 miles of 
the rivers' mouth. All of these facts would indicate that 
the sediments deposited in the upper mid-bay channel are 
not in equilibrium with the present circulation system of 
the bay and were originally deposited during an earlier 
fluvial regime, ie. they are relict deposits.
The identification of the Susquehanna paleosediments 
indicates that segments of the modern Chesapeake Bay 
continue to retain a record of its previous fluvial history 
during periods of lower sea-level. Even though modern
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sedimentation is occurring throughout the bay some areas 
contain sediments contain sediments from an earlier 
depositional regimes that has not been destroyed or buried 
by modern sedimentary processes.
PROVENANCE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEDIMENTS
The results of the discriminant analysis indicates 
that the western shoreline is the primary source of 
sediment for the western half of the bay. Direct fluvial 
input to this side of the bay is probably minor except from 
the James River, which may serve as a local source for some 
of the sands in the Thimble Shoals area. Sands in the 
eastern half of the bay are derived from two major sources, 
the Pocomoke Sound and the offshore Virginia Shelf. Other 
sediments located in the eastern bay include those in the 
upper mid-bay channel. The ilmenite in these sediments has 
a unique element content, dramatically different from any 
other bay sediment and is believed to be derived from the 
ancestral Susquehanna River. Further, these palinspastic 
sediments intersect the Eastern Shore near the Town of 
Eastville, Virginia, along the course of the proposed 
Susquehanna Paleochannel (Mixon, 1985).
In the western bay, ilmenite grains are characterized 
by their high Zn content. Even though rivers might supply 
ilmenite from primary source rocks, the majority of sand in
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the western half of the bay is derived from the erosion of 
Pleistocene deposits that are exposed along the western 
shoreline. The ilmenite in these deposits has a very 
similar elemental content to the western bay sands 
(Appendix B). However, the shore areas only represent the 
proximal source of sediments in the western bay. Although 
Coch and Krinsley (1971) suggest a northern source for 
these Pleistocene sands, Darby (1984b) has suggested a more 
distal western source for the Tertiary and Quaternary 
sediments in southeastern Virginia. This source was 
probably in the Piedmont or Blue Ridge Province, but the 
exact source area might have changed through time due to 
tectonic activity in the Salisbury Embayment.
Bay samples 1, 87, 161, and 162 in the Thimble Shoals 
area grouped with the James River source. These 
assignments are primarily the result of the low Mg and high 
Mn values of these samples near the river's mouth (Appendix 
B). This suggests that either these sediments are relict 
or that they result from flushing of the James River- 
Estuary by large floods. Alternatively, the sediments in 
the Thimble Shoals region might be derived from reworked 
deposits of the ancestral James River or other unknown 
source areas with an elemental content similar to the 
modern James River.
The Pleistocene sands of southeastern Virginia have 
previously been analyzed for their provenance (Tsang,
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1985). Except for the Suffolk Scarp, these beach sands do 
not correlate with the James River. This was probably due 
to their nearshore depositional environments which would 
indicate a northern source, via longshore drift, rather 
than a more proximal fluvial source. Further, bay sample 
162 is near Ludwick's (1981) Thimble Shoals zone 1 and is 
believed to be sediment deposited during from the ebb tide 
of the modern James River.
Alternatively, during the early stages of the Holocene 
transgression in the Chesapeake Bay area, the James River 
Paleochannel extended more eastward than its present 
location (G. Whittecar, 1986, personal communication).
With the continued rise in sea level, some fluvial 
sediments were possibly "cut off" from their source 
(Meisburger, 1972). Reworking of these relict sediments 
could produce a trend similar to the one noted for the 
southern Chesapeake Bay including the Thimble Shoals area. 
Because the sands here are known to be dynamic (Ludwick, 
1981), sediments in the Thimble Shoals area may possibly be 
pal inspas tic. However this hypothesis is probably not 
likely, due to Ludwick's (1981) identification of modern 
James River sands in the western Thimble Shoals area.
The general circulation pattern for the James River 
has been described by Pritchard (1952). The long term 
nontidal circulation pattern is characterized by net 
landward flow along the bottom and net seaward flow in the
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surface layer. Meade (1969) suggests that the bottom 
saliue wedge effectively traps sediment long before it ever 
reaches the river's mouth. However, during a moderately 
large flood, appreciable amounts of sand might be 
transported down river (Natale, 1982) and deposited in the 
bay (Nichols, 1977). Even after the multilayer circulation 
system has reworked most of the sediment landward, up to 
10.0% of the flood deposits have been reported to be left 
as a lag deposit in the bay (Nichols, 1977). This would 
support the conclusion that these Thimble Shoals sediments 
in the bay are derived from the modern James River. These 
deposits might subsequently be reworked by the lower bay's 
ebb plume and could then be transported slightly eastward 
into the Thimble Shoals area. However, some of the 
sediment in this area may be relict and the exact time of 
deposition or manner of transport is impossible to 
determine with the data at hand.
Even though a similar situation may exist outside of 
the York, Rappahannock, and Potomac Rivers; dissimilarities 
are noted between the ilmenite from the upstream 
estuarine-river samples and the ilmenite from the nearby 
bay. These differences suggest that sands in the bay were 
not immediately derived from the tributaries of these other 
estuaries. The fluvial sediments are probably trapped 
upstream due to the multilayer estuarine circulation 
pattern. Even though this same circulation system exists
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in the James River, the saltwater wedge extends farther 
westward in the York, Rappahannock, and Potomac Rivers, and 
would require larger meterological events to flush sands 
from these estuaries into the Chesapeake Bay. Nichols 
(1977) indicated that during such storms, only suspended 
fluvial sediments are transported into the bay. This 
suggests that only fine-grained sand is actively 
transported beyond the estuaries of these three rivers.
Even when this occurs, the fluvial sand is probably diluted 
with the large sediment loads that are currently being 
eroded from the shoreline areas of the western bay (Byrne 
and Anderson, 1977).
Ilmenite located in the eastern half of the Chesapeake 
Bay is more similar in chemical composition with grains 
from the offshore Virginia Shelf than with the western half 
of the bay (Appendix B). Firek et al., (1977) noted a 
similarity in their Bay Mouth and Eastern Shore mineralogic 
provinces. Both of these provinces had a similar 
hornblende-pyroxene-garnet heavy mineral suite that was 
notably different from any other province. The general 
unstable nature of these heavy minerals was attributed to 
the close affiliations between the Eastern Shore and the 
adjacent shelf deposits. Furthermore, Mixon (1985) 
indicated that during the aggretation of the Delmarva-Spit, 
southward moving marine sediments dominated the dispersal 
patterns here.
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Ilmenite in both the upper and lower eastern bay have 
a somewhat similar elemental composition. This is best 
exhibited in the similarity of the Fe, Ti, Mg, and Mn 
values between these two areas. However, sediments in the 
upper eastern bay have a slightly higher Mg content than 
the lower eastern bay. This indicates a slight difference 
in the provenance for these two areas.
The sediments in the upper eastern bay appear to 
originate from an area similar to the Pleistocene beach 
deposits of southeastern Virginia. In addition, the upper 
eastern bay samples as well as the Pleistocene deposits 
appear to be similar to the offshore Delaware Shelf 
detrital Ilmenite compositions, based on the similarity of 
the Mg, Cr, and Ti content of these two areas (Appendix 
B). Although, sediments in the lower eastern bay also 
correlate with these Pleistocene deposits, they are more 
similar to the offshore Virginia Shelf ilmenite 
compositions than those of the Delaware Shelf. This 
conclusion is based primarily on the similarities between 
the Fe, Mn, and Zn concentration of the lower bay and these 
offshore areas.
Even though both the upper and lower eastern bay 
groups correlate to the Pleistocene deposits of 
southeastern Virginia, this southern area is probably not a 
distal source for the bay sands. As indicated previously, 
the Pleistocene sediments are probably more indicative of a
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of bottom waters up the Bay, along the Delmarva Peninsula. 
This results in a convergence of a net southward littoral 
drift from the Pocomoke Sound, with net northward drift up 
bay along the Eastern Shore.
The results of the eastern bay discriminant analysis 
suggests that the zone of convergence exists near the Town 
of Eastville, Virginia, which also coincides with the 
Susquehanna Paleoriver Channel. Although the existence of 
the Suquehanna Paleoriver Channel near the Town of 
Eastville does not have an active effect on the modern 
distribution of sediments in the Chesapeake Bay, it does 
suggest that the effect of longshore drift and sediment 
mixing must be minimal in this area. Otherwise it is 
highly unlikely that the palinspastic sediments in the 
upper mid-bay channel would continue to be recognizable in 
an area supplied by several convergent sources.
A comparison of a sample from the modern Susquhanna 
River with the upper mid-bay channel samples (Appendix B), 
suggests that these sediments can be defined primarily by 
their higher Cr, Fe, and lower Mn, Ti, and Zn values.
Based on these extremely high Cr concentrations, Darby et 
al. (1986) have suggested that the distal provenance of 
these ilmenite grains is from serpentinite and gabbro that 
outcrop along the Susquehanna River (Pearre and Heyl,
1960) .
The existence of paleoriver sediments in the
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Chesapeake Bay has previously been suggested by Firek 
(1975) and Schilder (1975). On the other hand, both of the 
studies only described an area of relict sediments 
extending from the York River, a zone not indicated in the 
present study. However, these paleosediments were defined 
solely on their textural character. Byrnes et al. (1975) 
noted that this same area is composed mostly of medium to 
coarse-grained sands and is an area of low deposition due 
to the high tidal energy and bay currents. The constant 
reworking of this material results in sediment that is 
coarser than the rest of the bay. Although this textural 
feature may represent palinspastic sediments it might also 
represent the lag deposits that has resulted from the 
constant reworking of modern bay sands. This would account 
for the failure in the analysis of the sand-sized ilmenite 
grains to identify this palinspastic zone.
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C O N C L U S IO N S
The distribution of trace elements in the ilmenite 
grains from the bottom sediments in the lower Chesapeake 
Bay indicates a complex dispersal pattern from multiple 
sources. The estuaries in the western half of the bay, 
between the Potomac River and the York River, constitute a 
trap for tributary sands, with the major source of 
sediments coming from the erosion of the exposed 
Pleistocene deposits along the lower estuaries and the 
bay. Fluvial sand input from the James River might 
possibly be traced into the western edge of the Thimble 
Shoals area.
The eastern half of the bay contains both modern 
deposits and palinspastic sediments that partially reflect 
the earlier hydraulic regimes during a Pleistocene 
regression. The two major pathways of modern sediments in 
the eastern bay include the southward transport of material 
from the Pocomoke Sound and the northward movement of sands 
from the offshore Virginia Shelf. Relict deposits, 
believed to represent the ancestral Susquehanna River, 
exist in the deep, upper mid-bay channel where modern 
bedload sedimentation rates are low. The southern most 
extension of the palinspastic sediments occurs near the
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Town of Eastville, Virginia and constitutes the boundary 
between the two zones of ilmenite compositions in the 
eastern half of the bay. The phenomenon of restricted bed 
load movement in water deeper than 40 ft. and the dominant 
direction of bedload currents parallel to the shoreline 
accounts for the distinct differences in the ilmenite 
composition between the eastern and western regions of the 
bay. In general, sufficient energy is not available to 
transport sediments across the central mid-bay channel.
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APPENDIX A 
TRACE ELEMENT DATA
N IM AL CR CU FE MG MN N 1 Tl V ZN
DELAW110 5132 1200 21 285783 280A 10298 20 2621A3 590 358
DELAVmi 2723 2A0 27 3A5881 225A 917A 50 250000 6A0 30A
DELAW166 3161 248 33 255731* 3380 6177 30 3A3095 830 310
DELAW181 3051 2 AO 36 290791 2362 7926 20 31A762 730 355
DELAW182 3927 26A 33 2607A2 25A8 8050 30 286A29 690 355
DELAW183 2832 609 27 2607A2 2616 7926 30 371A29 6A0 328
DELAW187 A1A6 555 27 265750 2AA2 8A25 30 270238 6A0 385
DELAWI9A 5570 885 33 2A5718 2817 7A26 20 282381 590 352
0FFVA001 131A 367 16 379512 2301 9238 19 297591 728 293
0FFVA002 1299 309 2A 379512 21A9 8675 AO 181169 781 238
0FFVA003 1A09 302 30 379512 199A 8800 16 2135A2 733 2A1
0FFVA00A 1190 317 18 37A994 2305 8800 16 209525 733 2A7
0FFVA005 861 2A8 18 365958 2362 9050 AO 189262 733 265
0FFVA006 11+09 271 2A 37A994 2121 8800 16 225711 733 27A
0FFVA007 1299 1184 18 38A030 2A6 l 8675 16 197355 92A 316
0FFVA008 1391* 363 16 361AA0 2570 10830 19 300589 636 369
0FFVA009 1283 712 16 356922 2678 8382 37 302627 820 379
TSANGOlA 6A2 110 18 352AOA 525 12296 16 262161 5A2 571
TSANG018 50k 8A 16 3A7886 587 11AA2 19 26A199 A99 583
JAMES003 1283 118 21 361AAO 5A8 12187 AO 2783A7 685 510
JAMESOOA 1060 301 21 356922 831 11809 37 2A9991 A07 563
JAMES005 1505 125 21 338850 655 13285 19 209525 A9A A68
JAMES006 1283 278 27 338850 831 1205A 56 25808A 5A5 517
JAMES007 1616 148 32 320778 863 12460 AO 290A57 637 5A0
JAMES008 1728 163 26 338850 833 131A2 AO 237821 685 5A5
YORKROOl 2951 658 27 30722A 2678 9A83 93 330923 132A 398
Y0RKR002 1616 297 32 325296 22A2 11096 il 27A271 972 AA9
Y0RKR003 2951 665 26 302706 28A2 1000A 87 322830 1259 !*56
YORKROOl 1839 487 32 325296 2488 9973 56 311*737 728 A09
Y0RKR005 2617 315 21 316260 2213 9A22 37 30A605 685 A39
Y0RKR006 2395 270 32 320778 2A07 103A0 7A 326907 77A A31
Y0RKR007 1171 255 21 320778 2018 11482 37 28236A 590 A9A
Y0RKR0O8 139^ 141 A3 3H 7A2 1156 12899 19 2783A7 637 5A0
RAPPR001 1728 368 21 3A3368 1612 12597 87 290A57 1092 526
RAPPR002 139^ 338 21 338850 1657 11096 56 252029 II63 A62
RAPPR003 1839 2 AO 21 3H7A2 9A0 13523 37 29A53A 728 527
RAPPROOA 139A 209 21 33A332 1156 11997 37 25808A 92A A68
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NUM AL CR CU FE MG MN Nl TI V ZN
RAPPR005 1283 323 26 343368
RAPPR006 1394 361 21 334332
RAPPR007 1616 371 21 329814
RAPPR008 1616 247 21 338850
RAPPR009 1950 270 21 325296
POTOMOOl 3285 611 38 284634
P0T0MOO2 1394 444 21 343368
P0T0MOO3 1839 475 26 338850
P0T0MOO4 971 164 24 343368
P0T0M0O5 1839 292 43 316260
CHBAY001 1616 363 38 352404
CHBAY002 1453 920 9 415656
CHBAY003 1672 309 22 329814
CHBAY004 1562 223 83 320778
CHBAY005 1453 427 18 343368
CHBAY008 1234 832 29 415656
CHBAY009 1125 325 32 347886
CHBAY010 1234 200 18 343368
CHBAY013 1153 307 26 374994
CHBAY014 1343 286 9 347886
CHBAY015 1234 309 13 347886
CHBAY017 1262 276 21 356922
CHBAY018 1153 608 16 411138
CHBAY019 1343 719 22 361440
CHBAY022 1757 336 31 334332
CHBAY024 1314 206 26 343368
CHBAY025 1093 718 21 438246
CHBAY026 1125 270 9 361440
CHBAY027 1262 771 26 420174
CHBAY028 1153 376 16 352404
CHBAY031 1153 307 21 343368
CHBAY032 1314 237 16 334332
CHBAY033 1153 330 21 356922
CHBAY034 827 430 36 456318
CHBAY037 1370 446 26 352404
CHBAY039 1479 417 26 361440
CHBAY040 1535 328 21 338850
CHBAY046 1093 282 26 356922
CHBAY047 1453 286 22 338850
CHBAY048 1616 456 21 334332
CHBAY049 1125 544 13 447282
CHBAY050 2022 508 26 361440
CHBAY058 1262 322 21 442764
CHBAY060 936 763 21 447282
CHBAY061 1425 367 16 347886
CHBAY062 1153 399 26 361440
10710 74 254068 972 458
10710 56 274271 1067 484
9728 58 318814 820 468
8521 37 286381 781 527
9293 58 302827 885 583
9116 56 335000 1095 *312
9458 111 254068 1546 270
9293 74 254068 1498 315
8800 63 205448 1115 253
9165 37 296512 1163 357
11687 37 310660 774 518
9606 37 188782 911 226
IO830 19 321391 820 545
9851 19 290817 682 485
11197 19 270374 820 330
8916 37 179010 843 234
10218 37 266957 682 348
11075 19 316296 591 589
9457 19 295913 591 320
10707 37 316296 636 318
9973 19 309461 636 337
9330 37 307783 682 324
8191 19 249991 865 299
10585 37 316296 636 322
10340 37 326487 865 520
11319 19 326607 728 575
8626 37 222774 957 204
10218 19 268695 591 363
7559 37 198974 865 280
8824 37 307783 636 360
7938 37 319713 774 626
9238 19 310660 820 537
8571 37 304366 682 607
7432 56 232965 957 224
8445 37 326607 728 607
9204 37 302687 774 427
9116 19 326607 820 564
8994 37 297591 865 539
9728 56 328166 865 504
9851 56 316775 911 474
8626 56 248312 1049 315
9077 56 338417 957 492
7559 19 227870 911 232
7559 37 222774 1003 205
10830 37 320013 957 597
9457 37 326607 797 518
1684
2046
2787
2741
2658
1755
3037
2546
2447
2380
1320
2171
2091
2679
2652
2750
2358
2358
2732
2652
2465
2812
2465
2679
2217
2162
2245
2412
2545
2652
2866
2690
2492
2358
2572
2358
2607
2774
2412
2461
2331
2625
2348
2404
2106
3266
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NUN AL CR CU FE MG MN Nl TI V ZN
CHBAY067 936 330 26 352404
CHBAY068 1153 345 26 352404
CHBAY070 1262 237 31 370476
CHBAY071 1045 477 31 365958
CHBAY073 936 252 26 384030
CHBAY082 1234 638 22 343368
CHBAY083 1370 284 31 343368
CHBAY084 1045 632 36 374994
CHBAYO86 1535 963 26 365958
CHBAYO87 1646 175 16 379512
CHBAY095 1203 290 21 347886
CHBAY097 1262 686 31 424692
CHBAY098 1343 922 19 352404
CHBAY100 1015 256 9 356922
CHBAY102 1453 241 19 379512
CHBAY103 1125 362 19 356922
CHBAY104 1234 316 29 365958
CHBAY105 1343 225 14 361440
CHBAY106 1453 460 19 365958
CHBAY107 1125 468 19 424692
CHBAY109 1015 271 19 356922
CHBAY112 1283 534 32 352404
CHBAY113 1314 313 11 343368
CHBAY114 1262 878 21 420174
CHBAY115 1234 733 19 442764
CHBAY116 1234 225 39 356922
CHBAY123 1125 294 19 338850
CHBAY124 1015 225 14 361440
CHBAY125 1234 650 37 361440
CHBAY127 1535 604 21 352404
CHBAY133 1125 339 24 347886
CHBAY134 1015 528 24 356922
CHBAY135 1343 400 19 329814
CHBAY138 1453 407 29 347886
CHBAY141 1343 388 46 338850
CHBAY142 1015 415 19 352404
CHBAY143 1234 844 39 347886
CHBAY145 1125 468 19 347886
CHBAY147 1283 301 27 347886
CHBAY149 1015 347 14 361440
CHBAY151 1125 681 27 356922
CHBAY152 1343 560 27 338850
CHBAY153 1125 442 18 352404
CHBAY154 1125 333 27 347886
CHBAY155 1343 349 22 329814
CHBAY157 1234 430 19 365958
CHBAY158 1015 407 24 365958
CHBAY159 982 198 21 352404
9330 19 307783 728 1*85
8821* 37 324809 957 562
9837 37 243217 636 357
8698 37 255087 728 434
8951 19 287400 636 323
9116 37 326607 1049 430
9584 19 294174 728 508
9204 37 229608 774 276
9606 37 302687 820 330
12544 19 309461 728 611
9606 37 310660 774 607
7812 19 246574 911 276
8916 37 302627 865 419
9969 37 302627 545 346
9706 19 302627 568 318
9706 37 298551 636 314
9969 19 211563 591 363
9837 19 227750 545 349
9442 19 203470 636 377
8916 19 223853 820 237
8653 19 294534 774 479
10340 56 312699 1049 525
8749 37 314617 820 496
7559 37 229608 911 262
7073 37 210484 980 248
9837 19 206467 682 349
9442 56 238241 820 500
9574 19 177212 682 311
10095 37 321391 728 312
9116 37 295913 820 315
9442 37 258084 774 521
8916 37 158987 911 328
9442 37 308682 911 444
8389 46 310660 820 475
10218 37 302687 728 533
9574 19 302627 728 293
9706 37 314737 820 493
8521 37 310660 820 503
9973 37 316775 774 505
8521 37 318814 820 425
9606 37 321391 820 363
10340 37 316296 865 456
10218 37 311200 728 304
10340 37 355383 774 615
9973 19 324809 820 508
9179 37 294534 820 382
9706 37 274271 682 303
9361 19 308262 774 503
2709
2932
2737
3015
2153
2625
2459
2904
2718
799
2607
2404
2748
2661
2604
2748
2489
2661
2892
2374
2863
2298
2829
2487
2604
2489
2633
2661
2518
2941
2661
2978
2604
2805
2385
3007
2345
2719
2705
2402
2759
2331
2866
2465
2545
2201
2777
2802
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NUM AL CR CU FE MG MN Nl TI V ZN
CHBAY161 1234 218 24 352404 1L81 11285 28 332902 751 554
CHBAY162 1234 203 2k 356922 1107 11680 19 270194 728 570
CHBAY163 1453 286 29 334332 2258 10627 37 335000 820 551
CHBAY 164 13L3 263 lit 356922 2575 9311 37 320732 636 368
CHBAY165 1234 256 2k 365958 2L60 9LL2 19 31^ 737 682 325
EVANSS01 NA 199 33 386978 15k 1139L 56 278002 906 554
EVANSS02 NA 220 38 361172 876 11238 88 27986L 801 515
EVANSS03 NA 156 38 386939 8L8 12221 67 294696 803 508
EVANSS04 NA 156 33 385587 752 12L1L 77 304776 903 494
EVANSS05 NA 220 38 385895 815 11480 78 288343 699 511
EVANSS06 NA 371 29 360884 199L 9815 67 3018L8 800 481
DARBYH01 NA 455 38 357808 2695 8886 59 263970 795 354
DARBYH02 NA 413 52 349173 2791 8769 59 259743 799 316
DARBYH03 NA 432 38 367736 2535 9037 kS 266411 896 358
DARBYH04 NA 480 k2 370781 283L 89L9 k9 257510 1006 370
DARBYH05 NA 414 38 360235 2515 8622 69 271313 903 348
DARBYH06 NA 435 38 369564 2L68 8597 69 267736 798 360
0ARBYHO7 NA 501 38 38OL50 2392 8770 L9 279167 799 356
DARBYH08 NA 458 38 349835 2L75 89L7 kS 268562 903 365
DARBYH09 NA 390 38 368575 242 1 8896 kS 267017 898 363
0ARBYH10 NA 369 38 369785 2351 9087 k9 273434 798 333
DARBYH11 NA 457 33 390984 223L 893L k9 268161 799 347
DARBYH12 NA 520 33 378228 2220 90L0 59 269271 896 345
DARBYH13 NA 413 33 359890 2352 8930 k9 281910 696 342
DARBYH14 NA 458 38 370449 2395 89L1 69 282243 800 330
EVANSHOl NA 432 38 388238 2297 8871 k9 271787 794 327
EVANSH02 NA 391 38 36956L 2507 827L 59 273274 900 391
EVANSH03 NA 499 33 358L12 238L 8901 59 275463 898 372
EVANSHOL NA 495 37 386LL2 2L82 8510 L9 254087 790 356
EVANSH05 NA 500 33 369234 2387 8589 59 281318 797 333
EVANSH06 NA *♦35 33 380374 2550 8930 59 281878 799 343
EVANSH07 NA 414 38 360595 2517 9280 79 266026 904 330
EVANSH08 NA 523 33 349173 2550 8769 99 268054 901 325
EVANSH09 NA 545 33 35955^ 2630 8768 99 270795 799 320
EVANSH10 NA 458 33 350185 2598 8956 79 263274 801 321
EVANSH11 NA 501 k2 349139 2352 9092 99 276342 799 396
EVANSP01 NA 413 38 335679 3012 9208 88 292907 799 322
EVANSP02 NA 351 3k 338340 2755 8924 89 281268 805 307
EVANSP03 NA 306 38 335713 26LO 8855 67 268002 799 293
EVANSP04 NA 394 33 386629 2717 9L93 78 291676 803 328
EVANSP05 NA 415 38 362148 2780 9L95 88 283406 803 340
EVANSP06 NA 370 33 384896 26L2 9568 56 293140 902 318
EVANSP07 NA 351 38 387133 2783 9505 67 278113 804 315
EVANSP08 NA 413 29 360488 2798 9L52 67 282107 799 347
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NUM AL CR CU FE MG NN III TI V ZN
EVANSP09 NA 329 3L 337866 281L 9386 67 28087L 80L 307
EVANSP10 NA LlL 33 336786 2897 9356 56 288314 801 310
EVANSP11 NA 370 38 384819 2797 9213 77 273679 901 326
EVANSP12 NA L13 29 38L628 2765 9208 56 265232 799 326
EVANSP13 NA 393 33 385973 2898 8768 78 280060 801 310
EVANSP1L NA L3L 33 3839LO 2914 8839 77 2896L6 899 292
EVANSP15 NA 371 33 3607L0 2738 8869 88 279529 800 318
EVANSDOl NA 281 38 348722 2270 1037L 89 270L76 798 3L6
EVANSD02 NA 259 38 359196 2072 10699 59 270530 798 382
EVANSD03 NA 282 33 3L9208 2035 10065 59 268082 697 37L
EVANSDOL NA L12 33 3583L1 2L22 9222 59 26L363 898 310
EVANSD05 NA 325 33 358982 2071 9238 L9 262070 797 351
EVANSD06 NA LlL 38 360235 2118 9109 99 276865 800 3L3
EVANSD07 NA 368 33 368L28 2263 905L 59 258635 795 350
EVANSD08 NA 369 38 3L8LIO 2189 8588 59 267L70 899 351
EVANS001 NA 329 29 387017 2657 9146 88 2752L2 80L L16
EVANS002 NA 327 33 38L628 273L 8855 77 30L018 799 L30
EVANS003 NA 372 29 361605 27L5 9008 78 29L107 802 369
EVANSOOL NA L36 38 385818 2679 9355 67 282727 90L 377
EVANS005 NA 3L9 38 385280 2676 93L2 67 279557 902 356
EVANS006 NA L35 33 360776 2676 9L59 77 285107 902 331
EVANS007 NA L37 38 362076 27L8 9L93 56 27L99L 803 357
EVANS008 NA L3L L2 358697 2L25 9070 69 275682 797 3L6
EVANS009 NA 350 29 3855L9 2526 958L 56 277307 802 3L8
EVANS009 NA 350 29 386011 2616 9L77 56 276975 698 3L3
EVANS010 NA L36 33 3612LL 2338 9L72 56 257690 801 369
EVANS011 NA 392 29 L09692 2582 9L58 67 251756 800 356
EVANS012 NA L35 33 L09365 2L25 9568 56 23773L 799 372
EVANSCOl NA 561 30 382957 22L3 9798 58 251055 900 362
EVANSC02 NA 563 3L 37533L 2065 8936 51 25LL03 799 359
EVANSC03 NA 562 3L 39198L 2587 8732 72 25L175 901 366
EVANSCOL NA 312 3L 381213 2051 9851 36 25817L 79L 378
EVANSDS1 NA 583 30 366801 3192 9230 36 262697 799 292
EVANSDS2 NA 272 3L 382083 2056 11242 29 256003 796 39L
EVANSDS3 NA 273 26 383262 1826 10983 29 262331 798 395
EVANSDSL NA 253 26 375933 1780 11509 22 257586 801 L22
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APPENDIX B 
TRACE ELEMENT MEANS
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LOCATION AL CR CU FEZ MG MN NI TIZ V ZN
WESTERN SHORE 
N - 8
1523 
♦ 214
253 
♦ 98
25 
♦ 9
33.0
♦1.2
PLEISTOCENE FM. 
N - 75
-Na-
-Na-
391 
♦ 96
35 
1 4
37.0
♦1.7
OFFSHORE DEL. 
N - 11
3818
♦1076
530
♦359
30 
♦ 5
25.4
♦0.3
OFFSHORE VA. 
N ■ 9
1273 
* 170
453
♦307
20 
♦ 5
37.3
♦0.9
JAMES RIVER 
N - 5
1203 
♦ 443
166 
♦ 80
23 
♦ 5
32.6
♦1.3
TORE + RAPP. 
RIVERS N - 12
1795 
♦ 510
340
♦122
25 
♦ 7
32.8
♦1.2
POTOMAC RIVER 
N » 5
1843 
♦ 874
379
♦167
24
♦16
32.5
♦2.5
SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER N ■ 1
1894 2106 21 39.9
WESTERN BAT 
N - 42
1305
♦226
356
♦129
24
♦7
34.1
♦1.1
UPPER EASTERN 
BAT N - 19
1237
♦186
470
♦197
22
♦7
36.0
+0.9
LOWER EASTERN 
BAT N - 14
1216
♦141
341
♦179
21
♦9
36.1
♦1.0
UPPER MID BAT 
CHANNEL
1171
♦159
667
♦182
22
♦7
43.1
♦1.5
N - 13
1753
♦933
11331 
♦ 1595
41
♦17
28.5
♦2.7
702
♦128
525
♦30
2508
♦285
10484
♦10339
64
♦17
27.3
♦1.3
825 
♦ 58
365
♦59
2653
♦354
8175 
♦ 1211
28 
♦ 9
29.8
+4.2
667 
♦ 81
343
♦27
2327
♦220
9028 
♦ 717
24
♦11
23.5
♦5.0
758 
♦ 79
291
♦53
709
♦145
12334 
♦ 626
33
♦14
25.6
♦2.5
562 
♦ 99
537
♦38
2054
♦601
10784 
♦ 1346
56
♦22
29.0
♦2.4
907
♦204
476
♦48
2519
♦521
9204 
♦ 281
76
+34
28.1
♦5.2
1267
♦202
300
+40
1603 5792 94 23.7 641 170
2438
+488
9743 
♦ 1047
34
♦12
31.2
♦2.2
812
♦92
526
+54
2766
♦135
9734 
♦ 609
32 
♦ 8
27.7
♦5.0
712
♦91
324
♦25
2483
♦182
9606 
♦ 451
27 
♦ 9
27.9
♦3.8
663
♦98
359
♦33
2422
♦152
8110 
♦ 759
34
♦13
22.2
♦2.2
922
♦66
249
+35
Mean end Standard Deviation of Meaaured Elements From 
Selected Areas Within and Surrounding the Chesapeake 
Bay. Values are in PPM Except For Ti and Fe.
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APPENDIX C 
ISOPLETH MAPS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY
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Figure C-l. Isopleth map of aluminum Cppm) in the
ilmenite of the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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Figure C-2. Isopleth map of copper (ppm) in the
ilmenite of the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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Figure C-3. Isopleth map of manganese (ppm) in the
ilmenite of the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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Figure C-4. Isopleth map of nickel (ppm) in the
ilmenite of the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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APPENDIX D 
FACTOR ANALYSIS; TOTAL BAY
EIGENVECTOR PERCENT OF VARIANCE CUMULATIVE PERCENT
1 33.59 33.59
2 18.69 52.28
3 13.51 65 .79
4 9.62 75.42
5 7.77 83 .19
6 5.61 88.80
7 4.29 93 .09
8 3.77 96.80
9 2.17 98.97
10 1.03 100.00
Percentage of Total Variance Contributed 
by Each Eigenvector.
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ELEMENT FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3
A1 0.108 0.123 -0.137
Cu 0.055 0.002 -0.032
Cr -0.238 -0.134 0.063
Fe -0.469 -0.377 -0.210
Mg -0.066 -0.005 0.962
Mn 0.159 0.168 -0.313
Ni 0.020 0.064 0.070
Ti 0.293 0.922 -0.016
V 0.026 -0.038 -0.060
Zn 0.877 0.332 -0.119
Varimax Rotated Factor Pattern for 
Total Chesapeake Bay.
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BAY FACT0R1 FACTOR2 FACTOR3
SITES SCORES SCORES SCORES
1 -0.043 0.116 -2.913
2 -0.516 -2.148 -0.915
3 0.496 0.347 -0.607
5 -1.090 -0.430 1.092
8 -0.377 -2.258 0.709
9 -0.947 -0.448 -0.568
10 1.747 0.195 -0.039
13 -1.005 0.699 0.580
14 -1.365 0.725 0.497
15 -1.061 0.828 -0.269
17 -1.336 0.724 0. 700
18 -0.486 -0.196 -0.357
19 -0.652 0.948 0.508
22 -0.034 0.452 -0.349
24 0.974 0.578 -0.371
25 -1.442 -0.705 -0.924
26 -0.185 -0.384 -0.350
27 -0 .103 -1.694 -0.319
28 -0.541 0.710 -0.201
31 2.295 0.390 0.592
32 0.926 0.313 0.630
33 2.320 -0.003 -0.467
34 -1.817 -0.341 -0.941
37 2.072 0.580 -0.118
39 -0.224 0.325 -0.510
40 1. 100 0.658 0.489
46 1.125 0.043 0. 780
47 0.038 0.515 -0.278
48 -0.068 0.197 -0.043
49 -0.593 -0.522 -0.487
50 -0.066 0.750 0. 747
58 -1. 738 -0.562 -0.508
60 -1.219 -0.480 -0.771
61 1.307 0.207 -0.601
62 1.103 0.864 2.467
67 0.729 0.689 0.451
68 1.126 0.767 1.336
70 -0.462 -1.205 0.806
71 0.891 -0.803 1.221
73 -1.132 0.697 -1.511
82 -0.219 1.201 0.244
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FACTOR SCORES CONTINUED
83 0.630 -0.032 -0.018
84 -0.763 -1.017 0.934
86 -0.396 0.668 0.604
87 1.194 -0.132 -4.011
95 1.955 0.040 0.361
97 -0.936 -0.088 -0.444
98 0.739 0.502 0.362
100 -0.553 0.491 0.058
102 -1.214 0.672 0.430
103 -1.073 0.529 0.417
104 0.089 -1.953 0.050
105 -0.060 -1.645 0.503
106 0.774 -2.344 1.305
107 -1.232 -0.807 -0.349
109 0.774 0.302 0.861
112 0.472 0.287 -0.288
113 0.692 0.413 0.739
114 -0.423 -0.733 -0.572
115 -0.604 -1.145 -0.081
116 -0.598 -2.017 0.141
123 1.206 -1.923 0.126
124 -0.173 -2.747 0.356
125 -1.385 1.341 -0.056
127 -1.074 0.373 1.218
133 1.454 -1.160 0.388
135 -0.249 0.381 0.227
138 0.274 0.358 0.628
141 0.710 0.018 -0.155
142 -1 .295 0.972 1.333
143 0.993 0.731 -0.660
145 1.037 0.514 0.181
147 0.516 0.455 0.798
149 -0 .159 1.052 -0.900
151 -0.547 1.250 0.557
152 -0.011 0.612 -0.393
153 -1.317 0.900 1.000
154 1.574 1.351 0.076
155 0.416 0.783 0.334
157 -0.582 0.368 -1.198
158 -0.971 0.002 0.567
159 0.722 0.571 0.904
161 0.480 0.869 -2.720
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FACTOR SCORES CONTINUED
162
163
164
165
1.158
0.444
■0.841
-1.529
■0.901
0.716
0.895
1. 188
-3.686
-0.339
-0.095
-0.223
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APPENDIX E 
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS; TOTAL BAY
FUNCTION EIGENVALUE PERCENT OF CUMULATIVE CANONICAL
VARIANCE PERCENT CORRELATION
1 9.98 61.86 61.86 .95
2 5.41 33.56 95.43 .92
3 0.74 4.57 100.00 .65
Eigenvalues, Variance, and Canonical Correlation 
of Discriminant Functions for Total Chesapeake
Bay Samples.
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ELEMENTS FUNCTION 1 FUNCTION 2 FUNCTION 3
A1 0.072 0.709 0.542
Cr -0.344 0.410 0.017
Fe -0.311 1.205 0.375
Mg -0.596 -0.316 1.319
Mn - 0 . 2 1 1 0.232 0.751
Ni -0.883 0.166 -0.285
Ti R R R
V
H
•
01 -1.024 -0.246
Zn 0.916 0.162 0.343
: Removed from Analysis Due to Insignificant Variance
Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function 
Coefficients for Total Chesapeake Bay Samples.
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SAMPLE
NUMBER
ACTUAL
GROUP
HIGHEST GROUP PROBABILITY OF 
PROBABILITY MEMBERSHIP
BAY
BAY
BAY
BAY
BAY
BAY
BAY
BAY
BAY
BAY'
BAY
BAY
BAY
BAY'
BAY
BAY
BAY
BAY'
BAY
BAY'
BAY
BAY'
BAY'
BAY'
BAY
BAY
BAY
BAY'
BAY
BAY'
BAY
BAY'
BAY'
BAY'
BAY'
BAY'
BAY
BAY'
BAY'
BAY'
BAY'
•001
•002
•003
-005
-008
■009
•010
■013
■014
■015
■017
■018
■019
■022
■024
■025
■026
■027
•028
■031
■032
•033
■034
■037
■039
■040
-046
•047
■048
-049
■050
•058
■060
•061
■062
■067
■068
■070
■071
■073
■082
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
UNGROUPED
JAMES RIVER 
OFFSHORE VA 
* * *
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
* * *
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
***
* * *  
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
* * *
* * *
* * *
OFFSHORE VA 
* * *
OFFSHORE VA 
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
OFFSHORE VA 
* * *
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *  
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
OFFSHORE VA 
***
0.955 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
0.990 
0.999 
1 . 0 0 0  
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
0.999 
0.999 
1.000 
.000 
.000 
.996 
.999 
,000 
0.828 
1.000 
0.947 
0.509 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
0.994 
1.000 
1.000 
0.998 
0.999 
0.998 
1.000 
1.000 
0.976 
1.000 
0.738
1,
1
0
0
1
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D IS C R IM IN A N T  A N A L Y S IS  TO T A L  BAY C O N T IN U E D
BAY-083 UNGROUPED *** 1.000
BAY-084 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-086 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-087 UNGROUPED JAMES RIVER 1.000
BAY-095 UNGROUPED *** 0.999
BAY-097 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-098 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.999
BAY-100 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.999
BAY-102 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-103 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-104 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-105 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-106 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-107 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-109 UNGROUPED *** 0.995
BAY-112 UNGROUPED *** 0.999
BAY-113 UNGROUPED *** 1.000
BAY-114 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-115 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-116 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-123 UNGROUPED *** 1.000
BAY-124 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-125 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-127 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-133 UNGROUPED *** 1.000
BAY-134 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.999
BAY-135 UNGROUPED *** 0.966
BAY-138 UNGROUPED *** 1.000
BAY-141 UNGROUPED *** 0.999
BAY-142 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-143 UNGROUPED *** 0.996
BAY-145 UNGROUPED *** 0.999
BAY-147 UNGROUPED *** 1.000
BAY-149 UNGROUPED *** 0.968
BAY-151 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-152 UNGROUPED kiek 0.999
BAY-153 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-154 UNGROUPED *** 0. 998
BAY-155 UNGROUPED *** 0.999
BAY-157 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.996
BAY-158 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-159 UNGROUPED *** 1.000
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D IS C R IM IN A N T  A N A L Y S IS  T O T A L  BAY C O N T IN U E D
BAY-161 UNGROUPED JAMES RIVER 0.602
BAY-162 UNGROUPED JAMES RIVER 0.986
BAY-163 UNGROUPED * * * 0.999
BAY-164 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.994
BAY-165 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
JAMSR-1 JAMES RIVER JAMES RIVER 0.999
JAMSR-2 JAMES RIVER JAMES RIVER 0.999
JAMSR-3 JAMES RIVER JAMES RIVER 0.993
JAMSR-4 JAMES RIVER JAMES RIVER 1.000
JAMSR-5 JAMES RIVER JAMES RIVER 1.000
JAMSR-6 JAMES RIVER JAMES RIVER 0.999
JAMSR-7 JAMES RIVER JAMES RIVER 0.915
JAMSR-8 JAMES RIVER JAMES RIVER 0.997
YORKR-1 * * * * * * 0.974
YORKR-2 * * * * * * 0.999
YORKR-3 * * * * * * 0.999
YORKR-4 * * * 444 1.000
YORKR-5 * * * * * * 0.999
YORKR-6 * * * 444 0.999
YORKR-7 * * * * * * 0.999
YORKR-8 4* * * * * 0.998
RAPPR-1 * * * * * * 0. 789
RAPPR-2 * * * * * * 0.999
RAPPR-3 * * * * * * 0.932
RAPPR-4 * * * * * * 0.997
RAPPR-5 * * * * * * 0.981
RAPPR-6 * * * * * * 1.000
RAPPR-7 * * * * * * 1.000
RAPPR-8 444 * * * 1.000
RAPPR-9 444 **■* 0.999
POTMR-1 POTOMAC RIVER POTOMAC RIVER 0.999
POTMR-2 POTOMAC RIVER POTOMAC RIVER 1.000
POTMR-3 POTOMAC RIVER POTOMAC RIVER 1.000
POTMR-4 POTOMAC RIVER POTOMAC RIVER 1.000
POTMR-5 POTOMAC RIVER POTOMAC RIVER 1.000
V-1 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 1.000
V-2 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 1.000
V-3 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 1.000
V-4 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 1.000
V-5 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 1.000
V-6 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 1.000
V-7 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 1.000
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D IS C R IM IN A N T  A N A L Y S IS  T O T A L  BAY C O N T IN U E D
V-8 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 1.000
V-9 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 0.999
*** = YORK & RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERS COMBINED
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APPENDIX F 
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS; WESTERN BAY
FUNCTION EIGENVALUE PERCENT OF CUMULATIVE CANONICAL
VARIANCE PERCENT CORRELATION
5.01 91.94 91.94 .91
0.44 8.06 100.00 .55
Eigenvalues, Variance, and Canonical Correlation 
of Discriminant Functions for Western Half 
of the Chesapeake Bay.
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ELEMENT FUNCTION 1 FUNCTION 2
A1 R R
Cr R R
Cu 0.638 0.382
Fe 1.002 -0.060
Mg -0.063 1.383
Mn 0.222 0.133
Ni 0 . 228 -0.133
Ti 0.195 -0.069
V -0.578 -0.716
Zn -0.614 1.163
*R = Removed from Analysis Due to Insignificant 
Variance.
Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficient 
for Half of the Western Chesapeake Bay.
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SAMPLE
NUMBER
ACTUAL
GROUP
HIGHEST GROUP PROBABILITY OF 
PROBABILITY MEMBERSHIP
BAY-001 UNGROUPED PLEISTOCENE FM 0.628
BAY-003 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.993
BAY-010 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 1.000
BAY-022 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.001
BAY-024 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.999
BAY-031 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 1.000
BAY-032 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.999
BAY-033 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 1.000
BAY-03 7 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 1.000
BAY-040 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.999
BAY-046 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.999
BAY-047 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.939
BAY-048 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.731
BAY-050 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.828
BAY-061 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.988
BAY-062 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.999
BAY-067 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.998
BAY-068 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.999
BAY-071 UNGROUPED PLEISTOCENE FM 0.736
BAY-082 UNGROUPED UPPER RIVERS 0.880
BAY-083 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.999
BAY-087 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.509
BAY-095 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 1.000
BAY-109 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.994
BAY-112 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.935
BAY-113 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.977
BAY-123 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.993
BAY-133 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.999
BAY-135 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.607
BAY-138 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.987
BAY-141 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.991
BAY-143 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.782
BAY-145 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.990
BAY-147 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.999
BAY-149 UNGROUPED UPPER RIVERS 0.934
BAY-152 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.775
BAY-154 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 1.000
BAY-155 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.996
BAY-159 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.999
BAY-161 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.888
BAY-162 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.999
BAY-163 UNGROUPED WESTERN SHORE 0.999
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R-7 WESTERN SHORE WESTERN SHORE 0.979
J-7 WESTERN SHORE WESTERN SHORE 0.833
J-6 WESTERN SHORE UPPER RIVERS 0.531
J-8 WESTERN SHORE WESTERN SHORE 0.620
Y-7 WESTERN SHORE WESTERN SHORE 0.992
Y-8 WESTERN SHORE WESTERN SHORE 0.998
R-8 WESTERN SHORE WESTERN SHORE 0.999
R-9 WESTERN SHORE WESTERN SHORE 0.998
P-l PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
P-2 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
P-3 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
P-4 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
P-5 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
P-6 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
P-7 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
P-8 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
P-9 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.994
P-10 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.988
P-ll PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
P-12 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
P-l 3 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
P-14 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
P-15 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
D-l PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
D-2 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
D-3 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.997
D-4 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
D-5 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
D-6 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
D-7 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
D-8 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.998
S-l PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.983
S-2 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.994
S-3 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
S-4 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
S-5 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
S-6 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.846
DARBY H-l PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
DARBY H-2 PLEISTOCENL FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1 .000
DARBY H-3 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
DARBY H-4 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
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DARBY H-5 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
DARBY H-6 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
DARBY H-7 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
DARBY H-8 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.996
DARBY H-9 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
DARBY H-10 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
DARBY H-ll PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
DARBY H-l2 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
DARBY H-l3 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
DARBY H-14 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
H-l PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
H-2 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
H-3 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.997
H-4 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
H-5 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
H-6 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
H-7 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
H-8 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
H-9 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
H-10 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
H-ll PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
0-1 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
0-2 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
0-3 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
0-4 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
0-5 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
0-6 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
0-7 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
0-9L PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
0-9N PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
0-10 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
0-11G PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
0-1 IN PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
0-12 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
C-l PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
C-2 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
C-3 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
C-4 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 1.000
D-l PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
D-2 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
D-3 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.999
D-4 PLEISTOCENE FM PLEISTOCENE FM 0.823
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J-l UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.505
J-2 UPPER RIVERS WESTERN SHORE 0. 720
J-3 UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.994
J-4 UPPER RIVERS WESTERN SHORE 0.950
J-5 UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.923
Y-l UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.998
Y-2 UPPER RIVERS WESTERN SHORE 0.594
Y-3 UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.955
Y-4 UPPER RIVERS WESTERN SHORE 0.613
Y-5 UPPER RIVERS WESTERN SHORE 0.762
Y-6 UPPER RIVERS WESTERN SHORE 0.852
R-l UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.966
R-2 UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.999
R-3 UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.732
R-4 UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.997
R-5 UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.985
R-6 UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.893
P-l UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 1.000
P-2 UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 1.000
P-3 UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.993
P-4 UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.999
P-5 UPPER RIVERS UPPER RIVERS 0.982
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'APPENDIX G 
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS; EASTERN BAY
FUNCTION EIGENVALUE PERCENT OF CUMULATIVE CANONICAL
VARIANCE PERCENT CORRELATION
1 12.26 89.35 89.35 .96
2 1.46 10.65 100.00 .77
Eigenvalues, Variance, and Canonical Correlation 
of Discriminant Functions for Eastern Half 
of the Chesapeake Bay.
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ELEMENT FUNCTION 1 FUNCTION 2
A1 R R
Cr R R
Cu -0.467 0.046
Fe 1.391 0.218
Mg 0.061 1.026
Mn R R
Ni R R
Ti -0.104 0.502
V R R
Zn 0.327 -0.612
*R = Removed from Anaysis Due to Insignificant 
Variance.
Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficents 
for Eastern Half of the Chesapeake Bay.
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SAMPLE
NUMBER
ACTUAL
GROUP
HIGHEST GROUP PROBABILITY OF 
PROBABILITY MEMBERSHIP
BAY-002 UPPER CHANNEL UPPER CHANNEL 1.000
BAY-005 UNGROUPED UPPER BAY 0.989
BAY-008 UPPER CHANNEL UPPER CHANNEL 1.000
BAY-009 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.791
BAY-013 UNGROUPED UPPER BAY 0.943
BAY-014 UPPER BAY UPPER BAY 0.993
BAY-015 UNGROUPED UPPER BAY 0.594
BAY-017 UNGROUPED UPPER BAY 0.996
BAY-018 UPPER CHANNEL UPPER CHANNEL 0.999
BAY-019 UPPER BAY UPPER BAY 0.993
BAY-025 UPPER CHANNEL UPPER CHANNEL 1.000
BAY-026 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.994
BAY-027 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-028 UPPER BAY UPPER BAY 0.610
BAY-034 UPPER CHANNEL UPPER CHANNEL 1.000
BAY-039 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.999
BAY-049 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-058 UPPER CHANNEL UPPER CHANNEL 1.000
BAY-060 UPPER CHANNEL UPPER CHANNEL 1.000
BAY-070 UNGROUPED UPPER BAY 0.549
BAY-073 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.999
BAY-084 UPPER BAY UPPER BAY 0.998
BAY-086 UNGROUPED UPPER BAY 0.968
BAY-097 UPPER CHANNEL UPPER CHANNEL 1.000
BAY-098 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.783
BAY-100 UNGROUPED UPPER BAY 0.780
BAY-102 UNGROUPED UPPER BAY 0.573
BAY-103 UPPER BAY UPPER BAY 0.993
BAY-104 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.991
BAY-105 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.857
BAY-106 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.760
BAY-107 UPPER CHANNEL UPPER CHANNEL 1.000
BAY-114 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 1.000
BAY-115 UPPER CHANNEL UPPER CHANNEL 1.000
BAY-116 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.907
BAY-124 UPPER BAY OFFSHORE VA 0.849
BAY-125 UPPER BAY UPPER BAY 0.984
BAY-127 UNGROUPED UPPER BAY 0.999
BAY-134 UNGROUPED UPPER BAY 0.907
BAY-142 UPPER BAY UPPER BAY 1.000
BAY-151 UNGROUPED UPPER BAY 0.980
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BAY-153 UPPER BAY UPPER BAY 0.999
BAY-157 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.999
BAY-158 UNGROUPED UPPER EAST BAY 0.991
BAY-164 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0. 708
BAY-165 UNGROUPED OFFSHORE VA 0.557
V-l OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 0.981
V-2 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 0.999
V-3 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 0.999
V-4 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 0.985
V-5 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 0.979
V-6 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 0.999
V-7 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 0.999
V-8 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 0.602
V-9 OFFSHORE VA OFFSHORE VA 0.802
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APPENDIX H 
SAMPLE REPLICATES AND EPA RESULTS
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SAMPLE SITE AL CK CU FEZ MG MN HI TIZ T ZD
25 1093 718 21 43.8 2245 8626 37 22.2 957 204
25R 1093 718 22 43.2 2362 8504 37 23.0 911 215
Z Error 0.0 0.0 4.8 1.4 5.2 1.4 0.0 3.6 5.0 5.4
40 1535 328 21 33.8 2607 9116 19 32.6 820 564
40R 1453 316 21 34.2 2746 9116 19- 32.0 820 539
Z Error 5.6 3.8 0.0 1.2 5.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 0.0 4.6
46 1093 282 21 35.7 2774 8994 37 29.8 865 539
46R 1093 275 21 35.4 2774 8871 37 30.0 865 542
Z Error 0.0 2.5 0.0 .8 0.0 1.4 0.0 .7 0.0 0.6
47 1453 286 22 33.9 2412 9728 56 32.8 865 504
47R 1453 294 21 33.1 2412 9606 56 33.6 865 533
Z Error 0.0 2.8 4.8 2.4 0.0 1.3 0.0 2.4 0.0 5.8
84 1045 632 36 37.5 2904 9204 37 23.0 774 276
84S 1015 642 32 36.0 3007 9311 37 24.1 682
Z Error 3.0 1.6 12.5 4.2 3.5 1.2 0.0 4.8 13.5 O.u
125 1234 650 37 36.1 2518 10095 37 32.1 728 312
125& 1171 658 37 36.1 2496 9973 30 33.8 733 315
Z Error 5.4 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.2 23.3 5.3 .7 1.0
127 1535 604 21 35.2 2941 9116 37 29.6 820 315
127R 1562 632 22 35.8 2866 9293 37 28.9 820 309
Z Error 1.8 5.0 4.8 1.7 2.6 1.9 0.0 2.4 0.0 1.9
161 1234 218 24 35.2 1481 11285 28 33.3 741 554
161R 1234 206 24 35.2 1381 11564 30 33.4 774 558
Z Error 0.0 5.8 0.0 0.0 7.2 2.5 7.1 .3 4.5 0.7
Average Z 2.0Z 2.8Z 3.4Z 1.5Z 3.1Z 1.4Z 3.8Z 2.7Z 3.0Z 2.5Z
Error
N - 8
Measured Elements and Total Error of Replicate Sample Sites 
Values are in ppm except Fe and Ti.
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ELEMENT
MEASURED
ERROR
A1 2.77%
Cu 2.36%
Cr 1.85%
Fe 1.06%
Mg 3.73%
Mn 0.80%
Ni 2.13%
Ti 2.30%
V 3.76%
Zn 3.13%
Total 2.39%
Average Error in the Measured Concentrations of 
Elements from Selected Sample Sites as Determined 
by the Standard Additions Meathod.
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ELEM EN T C O N C E N T R A T IO N  (P P M )
A1 813
Cr 260
Cu 342
Fe 775
Mg ***
Mn 348
Ni 211
Ti ***
V 875
Zn 415
*** = Value not analyzed
Measured Concentration of EPA Sample WP-284. 
Values are in ppm.
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